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ABSTRACT 

Chronic heart failure is a complex disease state that can yield reduced cardiac 

output, pulmonary edema, and increased peripheral resistance. Pressures, flows, and 

volumes in these conditions emerge from the complex interaction of multiple mechanical 

properties of the cardiovascular system. The shear complexity of emergent behavior 

poses a challenge to both basic scientists, who use reductionist approaches to study 

subsystems in isolation, and clinical researchers, who use inductive approaches to infer 

the causes of observed changes in clinical variables. This dissertation instead takes a 

deductive approach using mathematical models to relate three critical cardiovascular 

variables impacted by heart failure (cardiac output, pulmonary interstitial pressure, and 

microvascular resistance) to mechanical properties of three subsystems of the 

cardiovascular system. In contrast to common modeling approaches, three strategies are 

employed to reduce the complexity and generalize results. First, systems are strategically 

lumped into descriptions that can be characterized empirically. Second, algebraic 

formulas are derived to generalize results. Third, the critical interaction of physiological 

subsystems is represented with opposing processes in the form of “balance points.”  

The use of all three strategies allows us to: 1) quantify Guyton’s classic 

cardiac output-venous return graph, 2) predict pulmonary interstitial pressure from 

interaction of the heart, vascular, and lymphatic systems, and 3) characterize 

adaptation of the microvasculature to changes in pulsatile blood flow. Cardiac output 

and venous return curves can now be predicted from parameters characterizing the 

mechanical properties 
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of the closed-loop system with chronic heart failure. The primary determinants of 

pulmonary interstitial pressure can now be identified for different phenotypes of heart 

failure. Finally, increased peripheral resistance, capillary rarefaction, and the formation 

of arteriovenous malformations are predicted with a decrease in the pulsatility of blood 

flow. Taken together, applying a physiological balance point approach to integrate 

subsystems clarifies how changes in the mechanical properties of the cardiovascular 

system impacts blood and interstitial pressures, volumes, and flows.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Blood and interstitial pressures, volumes and flows arise from the interaction of 

mechanical components: pumps, chambers, and resistances. Although the interstitial and 

blood compartments differ in function, they arise from the same mechanical forces. The 

hemodynamics of the cardiovascular and interstitial system can be represented by the 

same relationships between pressure and flow. Each component in the system can be 

expressed as a mechanical equivalent, with vessels represented by a lumped resistance, 

chambers represented with a compliant pressure-volume relationship, and the heart as a 

pump. Expressed in a circuit as their electrical analogue components of a resistor, 

capacitor, and variable capacitor, compliance, pressures, flows, and volumes can be 

found for each component (237). Arranged as a simplified lumped system, fluid is 

exchanged between cardiovascular compartments with three flows: lymphatic flow, 

cardiac output, and microvascular flow. 

Understanding of the complexity in chronic heart failure hemodynamics remains 

limited. Despite significant therapeutic advances, outcomes for heart failure patients 

remain sub-optimal (64, 219). One issue gaining significant traction is that a one-size-

fits-all approach to heart failure management is not likely to be beneficial to most 

patients (64). It is now common to split heart failure patients into preserved and reduced 

ejection fraction cohorts when applying treatment protocols (24, 250). However, with 

numerous other underlying disorders (64), it is crucial to develop a generalized 

understanding of the cardiovascular properties regulating cardiac output and pressures. 
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Pulmonary hypertension, affecting from 25 to >50% of heart failure patients (76), may 

prove to be a crucial disorder to target. Clinical trials are currently underway to 

determine whether reducing pulmonary vascular resistance and pulmonary arterial 

pressure long term will help improve outcomes with heart failure (116). In addition, 

relating pulmonary hypertension to pulmonary congestion can be difficult, because even 

with invasive catheterization pressures can only indirectly suggest what pulmonary 

interstitial pressure and flows are (248). Therefore, an understanding of the basic 

mechanical mechanisms underlying the relationship of capillary and interstitial pressures 

and volumes to cardiac function may be helpful not only in determining phenotypes but 

also to suggest key variables to target.  

Cardiac output is governed by complex interactions of the ventricles with the 

vasculature. The complexity of the interaction of cardiac output with the peripheral 

circulation led Guyton to run a series of experiments trying to isolate the role of the 

venous circulation in cardiac output (81). His analysis of the complaint-chamber 

experimental model produced a linear algebraic model of the relationship between 

cardiac function and the peripheral circulation. To enable understanding of cardiac 

output, Guyton introduced the cardiac output-venous return balance point, a simple 

analytical description of the balance of cardiac output and venous return. Commonly 

used to describe and teach hemodynamics with hemorrhage and heart failure (27, 126), 

Guyton’s model led to the conclusion that right atrial pressure represents an impedance 

to flow from the systemic circulation (14). In Guyton’s model, mean systemic filling 

pressure is the driving force behind pump flow. Composed of the ratio of systemic blood 
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volume to systemic compliance of the vascular chambers, studies have suggested that 

this holds true in normal cases (104, 145, 278). However, addition or removal of volume 

to the blood compartment does not determine the amount of fluid that will stay in the 

blood volume (156). Other variables are regulated, such as systemic arterial pressure or 

extracellular water, depending on the time scale. Guyton’s work assumes that systemic 

blood volume is constant, while mean systemic filling pressure is the variable (14). 

Therefore, Guyton’s description holds only while blood volume is well regulated.  

Illustrative Problem 1: Quantifying Guyton’s cardiac output-venous return when 

pressures are chronically regulated. Guyton’s balance point is used as a description of 

heart failure (102) and in clinical discussions of cardiac output (147). However, 

Guyton’s model includes only the systemic side of the circulation, excluding any 

interaction with the pulmonary system. Clinically, pulmonary hypertension is a common 

complication of heart failure (76), but although significant advances have been made 

(116), pulmonary hypertension can be difficult to measure without invasive procedures. 

In addition, Guyton’s model allows systemic arterial pressure to vary, while chronically, 

systemic arterial pressure is regulated within a narrow range of values (213). Instead, 

blood volume, while constant under normal conditions, changes drastically with heart 

failure, sometimes as much as 30% (4). Hypervolemia in chronic heart failure is 

typically treated with diuretics; however, removal of fluid from blood volume is difficult 

to predict long term as volumes redistribute (156). Although others have solved venous 

return for the pulmonary system to solve this problem (256), the systems were not 
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integrated. Therefore, we need to couple the pulmonary and systemic spaces to 

understand how vascular properties affect cardiac output during volume shifts.  

The interactions governing interstitial flow are complex. Knowledge of the 

fundamental properties governing flux in and out of the blood vascular compartment is 

necessary but not sufficient to explain changes in blood pressure and flows. The 

Starling-Landis equation characterizes the flux of water into the interstitial compartment 

from the blood compartment with a limited set of properties—the water and protein 

permeabilities as well as oncotic and hydrostatic pressure differences (289). Flux of 

water out of the interstitial compartment into the blood compartment is characterized by 

an even more compact set of properties. The Drake-Laine equation relates flux from the 

interstitial compartment to an “effective lymphatic resistance” and “effective pump 

pressure” and hydrostatic pressure differences (130). These two equations provide 

insight: for example, an increase in the microvascular filtration coefficient due to 

inflammation will increase flux into the interstitium, partially explaining edema. 

However, increased volume is ameliorated by increased lymphatic function. 

Experimentally quantifying the effect of the microvascular filtration coefficient on 

edema becomes difficult when you consider inflammatory factors also affect lymphatic 

function (138). Further complicating measurements, flux between compartments not 

only depends on capillary and venous pressures, but also helps regulate these pressures 

(289). In addition, capillary and venous pressures arise from the interaction of cardiac 

function, microvascular resistances, and venous capacitances. Because hydrostatic 

pressures are both a cause and effect of fluxes, blood and interstitial volumes arise from 
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the complex interaction of the blood and interstitial compartments. In normal 

physiological conditions, both capillary pressure (228) (the inlet to the interstitial spaces) 

and systemic venous pressure (146) (the outlet from the interstitial spaces) are fairly well 

regulated. Therefore, these compartments are generally functionally uncoupled. 

Illustrative Problem 2: Predicting the determinants of pulmonary interstitial 

pressures with heart failure.  During any condition where large amounts of volume are 

lost or gained from the blood volume, the interstitial and vascular spaces become tightly 

linked as volume moves from one space to another (228). For example, during heart 

failure, blood volume increases as blood pressures are maintained at normal levels (156). 

While normally a tightly regulated system, the increase in volume means that small 

changes in cardiac function may have an effect on interstitial pressures. Thus, cardiac 

function may now directly affect pulmonary interstitial pressures, and through that, 

pulmonary edema.  However, the effect of cardiac function on forces such as lymph flow 

and pulmonary interstitial pressure remains unquantified.  

Complex interactions govern microvascular flow. Because the microvasculature 

is the site of most hemodynamic resistance, it plays a vital role in controlling blood 

supply to the tissues as well as regulating blood pressures and cardiac output. Both the 

pulmonary and systemic microvasculatures play a large role in blood pressure and flow 

regulation. On one hand, microvascular resistance is governed by the complex parallel 

and series arrangement of vessels, each with its own diameter. Small changes in 

diameter in any one vessel redistribute both pressure and flow throughout the network. 

Microvascular physiologists have focused on experimental set-ups to explain the 
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interaction of vessel forces leading to adaptation (163, 251). Mechanobiologists have 

focused on explaining how the forces’ effect on the vessel wall sets the diameter of a 

single vessel (3, 143). More recently, investigators have tried to combine approaches by 

using computational biomechanical models based on realistic structures to demonstrate 

network hemodynamics (193, 202). However, most studied only steady flow (200, 293), 

and because of experimental limitations, few chronic studies isolate the effect of 

mechanical variables (275). In addition, many computational models assume a set 

equilibrium point for vessel adaptation (117, 200), which has limited physiological basis 

(173). The interaction of mechanical forces in the microvasculature, already complex 

with steady flow, becomes even more complicated with the addition of adaptation to 

pulsatile flows and pressures.  

Illustrative Problem 3: Response of arteriolar networks to decreased pulsatility 

commonly seen in heart failure. Although originally thought to be exposed only to 

steady-flow, significant pulsatility reaches the microvessels (67, 133). In addition, 

measurements of both the systemic and pulmonary microcirculation have shown that 

pulsatility transmits through the microvasculature and reaches the venous side, although 

at fairly small levels (233, 240). A decrease in the stroke volume reaching the 

microvessels alters conditions to which the vessels respond. Experiments have shown 

that vessels respond differently to pulsatile and steady endothelial shear stress (103, 

293). Chronic exposure to decreased pulsatility, such as can be seen with heart failure 

(294), leads to several clinical side effects, which most notably include increased 
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microvascular resistance (166). The lack of integration of the effect of pulsatile cardiac 

output on microvascular resistance has led to a lack of knowledge about their interaction.  

Conventional animal and comprehensive computational models are similar in 

that they yield complex, model-dependent results. Animal models allow replication of 

complex disease states under controlled conditions, measurement of important variables 

and testing of potential clinical interventions (274). However, investigators report that 

results from animal models are animal-specific (273), impacted by measurement 

techniques (274), and sensitive to the method of inducing volume shifts (162). With the 

inability to reliably measure critical variables (248) or selectively control interacting 

compensatory mechanisms (274), investigators have resorted to mathematical models. 

Although based on established principles such as conservation of mass and conservation 

of momentum, computational models nonetheless require assumption of specific 

parameter values that are either poorly known (248) or known to vary significantly from 

patient to patient (148, 221). More importantly, mathematical models that reproduce the 

complexity of the cardiovascular system, such as the seminal model by Guyton et al. 

(85), are notoriously difficult to interpret (102), let alone identify errors (122). In an 

effort to enhance understanding and reduce the need for curve-fitting unknown 

parameters, investigators have simplified models to two or three compartments (blood, 

interstitial, and intracellular) to understand the interaction (59, 94, 196, 220, 224). 

However, most models still rely on computational approaches (i.e., numerical solutions), 

and thus are limited in the insights they may provide. Taken together, mathematical 
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models of pressures and flows in the vascular system have heretofore failed to reduce the 

complexity of the system and generalize results.  

Simplifying approach 1: Algebraic solutions. General algebraic models allow 

general predictions of volumes, pressures and flows. Prior to increased computational 

power that allowed quick assembly of complex models, algebraic approaches were 

ubiquitous (196). These deductive, predictive models had great promise. Analytical 

solutions provide a formula that explicitly relates the parameters characterizing 

subsystems to predicted variables of interest that arise from their interaction. 

Sunagawa’s analytical solution to the interaction of the left ventricle with the systemic 

arterial system, for instance, not only provides the means to predict cardiac output (256), 

but also allows cardiac output to be attributed to particular mechanisms. Focused on 

understandability and simplicity rather than the accuracy of results, this model was able 

to develop indices of ventricular-arterial coupling that are expressed in terms of vascular 

and ventricular mechanical properties. By focusing on simplicity, they were able to 

reduce complexity. However, the use of analytical solutions of entire cardiovascular 

systems is exceedingly rare (257). 

Simplifying approach 2: Graphical balance points. Graphical balance points 

allow prediction of the interaction of two parts of a system. Guyton characterizes cardiac 

output with the balance of cardiac function and venous return. By separating cardiac 

output into two opposing flows of cardiac function and venous return, the concept 

becomes easier to understand and apply. Placing the two forces in a graphical format, a 

simple analytical description is able to describe the slope and intercept of the two lines, 
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and thus easily be extended to explaining how the equilibrium, or the intersection of the 

two lines, changes with a change in any variable (88). Similarly, Dongaonkar applied the 

balance point concept to explain interstitial pressures and flows. As a balance of 

microvascular filtration and lymphatic return, it allows a simple explanation of forces in 

the interstitial space as ‘effective driving pressures’ and ‘effective resistances’, 

corresponding to the intercept and slope of each line (49). By representing forces as a 

balance point, the complexity of each part becomes easier to conceptualize and 

understanding of how equilibrium emerges becomes clearer.  
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2. CHRONIC CARDIAC OUTPUT-VENOUS RETURN BALANCE POINT 

 

2.1 Background 

Although Guyton’s classic cardiac output-venous return graph describes the 

interaction of the heart and the systemic vasculature, it remains a conceptual model. 

Using an experimental preparation that included the heart and the pulmonary 

vasculature, Ernest Starling reported a dramatic increase in cardiac output from the heart 

with an increase in right atrial pressure (246). Challenging the resulting belief that the 

heart controlled cardiac output (118), Guyton et al. devised a complementary experiment 

to illustrate that the venous return from the systemic circulation decreases with increases 

in right atrial pressure (89). Assuming conservation of mass, simultaneously graphing 

cardiac output and venous return curves with respect to right atrial pressure reveals a 

balance point where cardiac output is equal to venous return (81). This conceptual tool 

helped establish the central role of the metabolic demand of tissues in controlling cardiac 

output (12, 18, 95). Perhaps as important, Guyton explained observed changes in cardiac 

output and right atrial pressure with such diverse states as hypertension (87), hemorrhage 

(90) and chronic heart failure (87) by manipulating the slopes and intercepts of cardiac 

output and venous return curves. Furthermore, Guyton et al. (89) developed a 

mathematical model that predicted how the mechanical properties of the systemic 

circulation affect the slope and intercept of the venous return curve. As a result, an 

increase in the “systemic filling pressure” (i.e., the zero-flow intercept of the venous 

return curve), is commonly invoked to explain compensation to chronic heart failure (18, 
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102, 214). There have since been vigorous debates about the interpretation (14, 26) and 

physiological relevance (51, 102, 214) of Guyton’s original characterization of venous 

return because regulatory mechanisms were abolished and systemic blood volume was 

held constant. Nonetheless, Guyton’s classical graph is commonly used in systemic 

physiology textbooks, because it provides a simple means to conceptualize the complex 

interaction of cardiac output and venous return (18, 95). Its use in the scientific literature 

has been limited, because changes in the cardiac output curve must be assumed, rather 

than predicted from changes in the mechanical properties of the heart.   

 Although the standard “minimal closed-loop model” quantitatively predicts 

hemodynamic variables from mechanical properties of the entire cardiovascular system, 

numerical solutions lack generality. The difficulty inferring mechanical properties 

responsible for changes in cardiac output and blood pressures has led investigators to 

develop predictive mathematical models (232). For instance, the very large 

comprehensive model developed by Guyton et al. (86) yielded the critical insight that 

renal control of blood volume was the primary mechanism that regulates systemic blood 

pressure chronically (82). Such large-scale models have given way to more modest 

approaches that limit the number of assumptions necessary to predict critical 

hemodynamic variables (237). The “minimal closed-loop model” in particular is notable, 

because it reduces complexity of the cardiovascular system into eight elements: two 

peripheral resistances, four vascular compartments, and two ventricles (99, 191). 

Nonetheless, it requires at least 16 parameters to characterize the mechanical properties, 

some of which have never been measured in humans (223) or are notoriously difficult to 
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measure (222). Although the equations characterizing the lumped elements are almost 

universally assumed to be linear, diastolic ventricular volume is typically assumed to be 

a nonlinear function of filling pressure (121). This single complexity requires the entire 

system of model equations to be solved numerically. Such numerical solutions lack 

generality, because predicting a single value of a variable such as cardiac output requires 

values for each of the 16 parameters to be assumed a priori. Although it is possible to 

graph cardiac output as a function of one parameter such as left ventricular end-systolic 

elastance, the resulting plot depends on particular values of the other assumed 

parameters (139). The number of parameter values increases with addition of explicit 

feedback mechanisms that characterize regulation of systemic arterial pressure (187, 

270). 

Although Sunagawa’s algebraic solution to the minimal closed-loop model is 

general, it does not assume regulation of systemic arterial pressure. To overcome the 

inherent limitations of numerical solutions, Sunagawa and colleagues developed two 

seminal cardiovascular models that had algebraic solutions. First, they coupled the 

classic time-varying elastance model of the left ventricle (238) to a Windkessel model of 

the systemic arterial system. The result was a general algebraic formula for cardiac 

output in terms of cardiac and arterial system parameters (256). This simple formula 

included a ratio of “effective arterial elastance” and end-systolic ventricular elastance, 

which has become a critical characterization of arterio-ventricular coupling with heart 

failure (128). Second, they linearized the equation characterizing the ventricles in 

diastole, and solved the model equations of the minimal closed-loop model. The 
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resulting general formulas characterized cardiac output and blood pressures in terms of 

mechanical properties of the closed-loop system (256). Although this model was 

experimentally validated (255, 269), this powerful approach is limited in its ability to 

characterize chronic conditions, because blood volume was assumed to be a constant 

parameter, and systemic blood pressure was treated as a predicted variable. Therefore, 

the purpose of the present work is to develop general algebraic formulas that predict the 

interaction of cardiac output and venous return when systemic arterial pressure is 

chronically regulated.  

 

2.2 Methods 

Characterizing the components of the minimal closed-loop model with linear 

equations. Figure 1 illustrates three components of the minimal closed-loop model. 

Relationships between the variables of interest are assumed to be linear, as is commonly 

assumed for most minimal closed-loop models (99, 191, 270). Cardiac output (CO) 

through the peripheral vasculature is a function of the arterial-venous pressure difference 

(Pa-Pv), and depends on the vascular resistance (R). The cardiac ventricles are described 

by a time-varying elastance (254). The ventricular end-systolic pressure (Pes) and end-

diastolic pressure (Ped) both are functions of ventricular volume. The end-systolic 

pressure-volume relationship depends on the maximum ventricular elastance (Emax) and 

the ventricular unstressed volume in systole (Voes). Although the end-diastolic pressure-

volume relationship is often characterized as nonlinear (137, 191) (see Appendix B), it is 

treated in the present work as linear. End-diastolic volume, therefore, depends on the 
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minimum ventricular elastance (Emin) and the ventricular unstressed volume in diastole 

(Voed). Blood volume (V) stored in a vascular compartment is a function of transmural 

pressure (P), and depends on the compliance of the compartment (C) and its unstressed 

volume (Vo), i.e. the volume at zero pressure. 

 
 

 
Figure 1. Description of the three components of the minimal closed-loop model. 

Blood flow through the peripheral vasculature is determined by the 
difference in arterial pressure (Pa) and venous pressure (Pv) and vascular 
resistance (R). Ventricular systolic (Pes) and diastolic pressure (Ped) are 
determined by the unstressed ventricular volumes (Voes, Voed), elastances 
of the ventricle (Emax, Emin) and volume in the ventricle (V). Volume in 
the vascular compartments is determined by volume at zero pressure (Vo), 
total vascular compartment compliance (C), and pressure in the 
compartment (P). 
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Figure 2.  Illustration of standard minimal closed-loop system is composed of four 
vascular compartments: systemic arteries (SA), systemic veins (SV), 
pulmonary arteries (PA), and pulmonary veins (PV); two peripheral 
resistances: pulmonary resistance (Rp) and systemic resistance (Rs); and 
the left ventricle (LV) and the right ventricle (RV). Components described 
in Fig. 1. Consistent with Guyton et al. (87), the cardiovascular system is 
separated into two parts characterized by the cardiac output though the 
two ventricles and pulmonary vasculature (above dashed line) and the 
venous return through the systemic circulation (below dashed line).  

 
 
 
Model equations. Figure 2 illustrates the minimal closed-loop model in terms of 

the three types of components described in Fig. 1. Equations A1-A17 include subscripts 

for parameters illustrated in Fig. 1 to specify their particular locations. For simplicity, 

subscripts a and v refer to arterial and venous, p and s refer to pulmonary and systemic, 

and l and r refer to left and right. In addition, Eq. A13 characterizes conservation of 
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mass, where blood volume (VB) neglects the small blood volumes stored in the cardiac 

ventricles. Equations A14 and A15 specify approximations for end-systolic ventricular 

pressures made by Sunagawa et al. (256). Furthermore, the common assumption (100, 

256) was made that the end-diastolic pressures are approximated by venous pressures 

(Eqs. A16 and A17). Taken together, Eqs. A1-17 are consistent with equations assumed 

by Sunagawa et al. (257) to derive algebraic solutions for hemodynamic variables.  

Solving the equations assuming systemic arterial pressure is regulated. The 

equations in Appendix A are equivalent to the model equations assumed by Sunagawa et 

al. (256). However, in contrast to their solutions, we assumed that systemic arterial 

pressure (Psa) was a constant parameter, and blood volume was a predicted variable. 

Therefore, Eqs. A1-A17 were solved for five variables: CO, Psv, Ppa, Ppv and VB. As a 

result of explicitly solving for these five variables, all other qualities were implicitly 

assumed to be constant parameters (i.e., Psa, R, C, Vo, Emax, Emin, Voed, Voes). 

Separately characterizing cardiac output (CO) and venous return (VR) curves. 

Consistent with Guyton’s original characterization of cardiac function (81), CO was 

expressed as the flow through both ventricles and the pulmonary vasculature (Fig. 2). 

The governing equations for these elements (Eqs. A2-A8) were simultaneously solved 

for CO, Ppa, and Ppv. As a result, CO was expressed as a function of constant parameters 

of the cardio-pulmonary system and systemic venous pressure (Psv). In this case, Psv was 

assumed to approximate right-atrial pressure (Eq. A17). The slope of the resulting 

cardiac function curve was found by taking the derivative with respect to Psv, and 

intercept with the abscissa was found by setting CO equal to zero and solving for Psv. To 
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simplify the expression, the resulting solutions were expressed in terms of the difference 

in ventricular end-diastolic and end-systolic unstressed volumes (i.e., DVolv=Voedlv-Voeslv 

and DVorv=Voedrv-Voesrv). Similarly, consistent with Guyton’s original characterization of 

“venous return” as a function of Psv, VR was expressed as the flow through the systemic 

vasculature. Equation A1 is already in the form of venous return as a function of 

systemic venous pressure (Psv), assuming constant systemic arterial pressure (Psa) and 

systemic resistance (Rs). Slopes and intercepts of this venous return curve were found as 

they were for the cardiac output curve.  

Cardiac output-venous return balance point graphs. As in Guyton (81), cardiac 

output and venous return can be plotted on the same graph as a function of systemic 

venous pressure (Psv). Assuming conservation of mass, the intersection of the two lines 

represents the equilibrium point where CO is equal to VR. The values of CO and Psv in 

equilibrium are denoted as CO* and Psv
*. 

Piecewise linear approximation of end-diastolic pressure-volume relationship. 

Although the parameters of the circulation (HR, VB, R, C, Vo, Emax, Emin, Voed, Voes) can 

vary with pressure (179), to arrive at algebraic solutions, they were assumed to be 

constant. However, the ventricular end-diastolic elastance and unstressed volume 

(characterized by Emin and Voed, respectively) are particularly sensitive to changes in 

ventricular filling pressure. To account for the large variation in Emin and Voed, we 

characterized the end-diastolic pressure-volume relationship (Eqs. A5 and A6) with a 

nonlinear relationship (Eq. B1) reported by Klotz et al. (121). As detailed in Appendix B, 

this nonlinear relationship was approximated by two contiguous lines with different 
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values for Emin and Voed for low (Emin1 and Voed1) and high (Emin2 and Voed2) ventricular 

filling volumes. 

 Parameters used for plotting results. Parameter values are readily available from 

previously reported models (30, 99, 257, 270). We used values from the previously-

published model (99) which most closely matched the description of the circulation in 

Fig. 2. In addition, parameter values were retrieved from a reported clinical study (57) 

for heart failure with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF) and heart failure with reduced 

ejection fraction (HFrEF), as were values for Psa (57, 75). Values for the piecewise 

linear approximation of Emin and Voed were calculated from reported end-diastolic 

relationships for normal (121, 208) and heart failure (57) conditions as described in 

detail in Appendix B. Right ventricular values were assumed to be unchanged in heart 

failure. Total pulmonary and systemic resistances included their respective arterial and 

venous resistances. All parameter values for baseline and heart failure conditions are 

summarized in Table 1. 

Cardiac output-venous return in heart failure. A cardiac output-venous return 

graph was created and compared to a classical qualitative graph presented by Guyton 

(87). To match Guyton’s CO curves in baseline conditions, values of DVorv, DVolv and 

Eminrv were adjusted from the baseline values in Table 1. To illustrate heart failure, Emaxlv 

and Emaxrv were then decreased by 30%.  

Validation. Predicted cardiac output and systemic vascular pressures were 

compared to previously measured values for normal conditions, as well as HFpEF and 

HFrEF conditions (Table 2).  
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Type Variable Normal Ref HFpEF Ref HFrEF Ref 

V
en

tri
cu

la
r P

ro
pe

rti
es

 
Emaxlv (mmHg/mL) 2.50 (99) 2.50 (99) 0.74 (267) 

Eminlv1 (mmHg/mL) 0.11 (121) 0.44 (57) 0.09 (57) 

Eminlv2 (mmHg/mL) 2.28 (121) 8.00 (57) 1.80 (57) 

ΔVolv (mL) 32.91 (121) 31.67 (57) 68.96 (57) 

ΔVolvm (mL) 164.99 (121) 189.70 (57) 242.65 (57) 

Emaxrv (mmHg/mL) 0.83 (99) 0.83 (99) 0.83 (99) 

Eminrv (mmHg/mL) 0.05 (208) 0.05 (208) 0.05 (208) 

Eminrv2 (mmHg/mL) 0.22 (208) 0.22 (208) 0.50 (208) 

ΔVorv (mL) 32.65 (208) 32.65 (208) 32.00 (208) 

ΔVorvm (mL) 63.03 (208) 30.38 (208) 62.38 (208) 

V’lv (mL) 117.25 (121) 115.70 (57) 180.67 (57) 

V’rv (mL) 117.67 (208) 117.67 (208) 117.67 (208) 

HR (/s) 1.20 (99) 1.72 (57) 1.33 (57) 

R
es

is
tiv

e 
Pr

op
er

tie
s 

Rs (mmHg*s/mL) 1.06 (99) 1.20 (57) 1.11 (57) 

Rp (mmHg*s/mL) 0.09 (99) 0.22 (57) 0.17 (57) 

C
om

pl
ia

nt
 C

ha
m

be
rs

  

Csa (mL/mmHg) 1.60 (99) 1.60 (99) 1.60 (99) 

Csv (mL/mmHg) 100.00 (99) 100.00 (99) 100.00 (99) 

Cpa (mL/mmHg) 4.30 (99) 4.30 (99) 4.30 (99) 

Cpv (mL/mmHg) 8.40 (99) 8.40 (99) 8.40 (99) 

Votot (mL) 3795.00 (99) 3795.00 (99) 3795.00 (99) 
 

Psa (mmHg) 90.00 (75) 87.00 (57) 103.00 (57) 
Table 1. Parameter sets for normal and heart failure solutions (HFpEF, HFrEF) 

were found from previously published parameter sets (99, 208, 267) or 
data (57, 74, 121) as listed (Ref). A full description of parameter sources 
may be found in the Methods and Appendix B.   
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 Normal HFrEF (EF<40%) HFpEF (EF>50%) 

Variable Predicted Reported Predicted Reported Predicted Reported 

CO (mL/s) 80.58 67-133 71.05 80±23 74.47 86.67±22 

Psv (mmHg) 4.91 0-6 8.35 7.4±15 13.59 9.6±4.2 

Ppa (mmHg) 14.84 10-20 21.49 28±11 39.80 34±17 

Ppv (mmHg) 7.59 6-12 9.13 16±7 23.27 19±9 
Table 2. Predicted hemodynamic values fall within range of previously-reported 

values. Predicted values are compared to reported values for normal 
subjects (75), subjects with heart failure reduced ejection fraction 
(HFrEF) and preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF) (57). Parameter values 
used for validation are illustrated in Table 1. The assumed values for 
systemic arterial pressure for Normal, HFrEF and HFpEF were 90, 87, 
and 103 mmHg to match reported mean values.  

 
 
 
2.3 Results 

Algebraic formula for equilibrium values. Solving Eqs. A1-A17 in Appendix A 

yields algebraic solutions for CO*, Psv
*, Ppa

*, Ppv
*, and VB

* (Eqs. A19-A23). Notably, 

because blood volume is a variable, CO*, Psv
*, Ppa

*, and Ppv
* are independent of (i.e., do 

not include) vascular compliances (Csa, Csv, Cpa, Cpv), unstressed vascular volumes (Vosa, 

Vosv, Vopa, Vopv), and blood volume (VB). The variable VB
* is much more complicated 

because it includes these compliances and unstressed volumes.  

Characterizing cardiac output and venous return as a function of systemic 

venous pressure. Assuming Psa is regulated, cardiac output is, 

𝐶𝑂 =
$% ∆'()*+,-.)*/∆'(0*+,120*3

4,120*56-
4,-.0*

/4,-.)*56*
4,12)*

+,-.)*/+,120*/%7$%
. (1) 
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The corresponding equation for venous return is identical to Eq. A1, 

𝑉𝑅 = :6-3:6*
%6

 . (2) 

Both VR and CO are linear functions of Psv. 

 Equilibrium values for cardiac output and systemic venous pressure. 

Simultaneously solving Eqs. 1 and 2 results in algebraic relationships for equilibrium 

cardiac output (CO*), 

𝐶𝑂∗ =
$% +,120*∆'(0*/+,-.)*∆'()*/:6-

4,-.)*
4,12)*

3
4,120*
4,-.0*

+,120*/+,-.0*/%7$%/
4,-.)*<6=<

4,12)*

, (3) 

and equilibrium systemic venous pressure (Psv
*), 

𝑃?@∗ =
:6- +,-.)*/+,120*/$%	  %73

=<	  <64,120*
4,-.0*

/$%%6 +,120*∆'(0*/+,-.)*∆'()*

+,120*/+,-.0*/%7$%/
4,-.)*<6=<

4,12)*

. (4) 

Although Eqs. 3 and 4 do not require the assumption of model equations characterizing 

the vascular compartments (i.e., Eqs. A9-A13), they are identical to Eqs. A19 and A20. It 

is striking that parameters DVolv and DVorv, often assumed to be negligible (30, 256), 

have a significant impact on equilibrium cardiac output and systemic venous pressure.  

 Graphical representation of cardiac-output and venous return. Figure 3 

represents the interaction of cardiac output (Eq. 2) with venous return (Eq. 1). Figure 3A 

illustrates cardiac output as a function of systemic venous pressure (Eq. 2). The slopes 

and abscissa intercept are,  

CO slope: 
=<

4,12)*

B/
4,120*
4,-.0*

4,-.0*
4,-.)*

/
<7=<	  
4,-.)*

, (5) 

CO intercept:  +,12)*
+,-.)*

+,120*
+,-.0*

(𝑃?D − 𝐸GDHI@∆𝑉JI@) − 𝐸GLMN@∆𝑉JN@. (6) 
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Cardiac output in Fig. 3A is represented by two contiguous lines, resulting from 

linearizing the end-diastolic pressure-volume relationship (Appendix B). Both slopes are 

governed by Eq. 5, and both intercepts are governed by Eq. 6. However, the values of 

Eminrv and Vorv take on different values at low and high ventricular filling volumes. 

Unitless terms (i.e., non-dimensional) in Eqs. 5 and 6 are enclosed within brackets, and 

include four distinct ratios. The term RpHR/Emaxrv characterizes ventricular-arterial 

coupling, and is an approximation for the ratio of effective arterial elastance to 

maximum end-systolic elastance (i.e., Ea/Emax) (257). The terms Emaxlv/Eminlv and 

Emaxrv/Eminrv are relative ventricular contractilities (287). The term Emaxlv/Emaxrv is the 

relative contractilities of the left and right ventricles (287).  Figure 3B illustrates the 

systemic venous return, with relatively simple slope and abscissa intercept: 

VR slope: − B
%6

, (7) 

VR intercept:  Psa.  (8) 

Figure 3C plots both CO and VR simultaneously, with the intersection representing 

equilibrium cardiac output (CO*, Eq. 3) and systemic venous pressure (Psv
*, Eq. 4).   
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Figure 3.  Representation of the chronic cardiac function-venous return balance 
point in terms of parameters for the minimal closed-loop model (Fig. 2). 
A) Cardiac output (CO) increases with systemic venous pressure (Psv) as 
described by Eq. 1. The slope (Eq. 5) and intercept (Eq. 6) are indicated 
on the graph. The bend in the curve arises from changing parameters 
characterizing the end-diastolic pressure-volume relationship to account 
for increased ventricular stiffness at higher ventricular filling pressures 
(Appendix B). B) Venous return (VR) decreases with Psv as described by 
Eq. 2. The slope (Eq. 7) and intercept (Eq. 8) are indicated on the graph. 
C) The intersection of the curves represents equilibrium balance points 
(Psv

*, CO*), where CO = VR, predicted by Eqs. 3 and 4. 
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Figure 3.  Continued. 
 
 
 

Cardiac output-venous return balance point graphs. Figure 4A reproduces a 

standard cardiac output-venous return balance point graph from Guyton et al. (87). It 

illustrates equilibrium for a healthy subject (intersection of solid lines, a), as well as 

equilibrium for a subject with heart failure (intersection of dashed lines, b). 

Compensation to reduced cardiac function is represented as a shift in the systemic filling 

pressure from Psf1 to Psf2 caused by blood volume expansion. To compare, Fig. 4B 

illustrates how heart failure shifts the novel graphical balance point illustrated in Fig. 3C. 

Equilibrium for a healthy subject is illustrated by the intersection of solid lines (a). With 

heart failure, the decrease in cardiac contractility shifts the cardiac function curve down 

and to the right. However, with the assumption of chronic regulation of systemic arterial 

pressure, the venous return curve is unaffected. The new equilibrium (intersection of 

dashed lines, b) indicates only a small decrease in cardiac output, because the slope of 

the venous return (-1/Rs) is small.  
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Validation. Table 2 illustrates that pressures and cardiac output were predicted to 

fall within normal ranges for baseline values reported in the literature. Observed changes 

in pressures and cardiac output with heart failure were reproduced with parameters 

(Table 1) representing two types of heart failure (HFrEF and HFpEF).  

 
 

 

 

Figure 4. Graphical representations of compensation to heart failure. A) Guyton’s 
classic graph (87) illustrates how the interaction of normal cardiac output 
(CO) and venous return (VR) curves (solid lines) yields a normal 
equilibrium (a). Heart failure (dashed curves) is represented by a shift of 
the output curve down and to the right. Compensation is achieved by 
increasing systemic filling pressure from Psf1 to Psf2, resulting in a new 
equilibrium (b). B) The new balance point graph is predicted from the 
minimal closed-loop model assuming chronic systemic arterial pressure 
regulation. Intersection of normal cardiac output (CO, Eq. 1) and venous 
return (VR, Eq. 2) curves (solid lines) yields a normal equilibrium (a). 
Heart failure (dashed curves) represented by a decrease in parameters 
characterizing cardiac contractility (Emax), shifting the cardiac 
contractility down and to the right. The venous return curve does not 
change. Equilibrium values of cardiac output and systemic venous 
pressure (b) are predicted quantitatively by Eqs. 3 and 4. Curves in A 
digitized from Guyton (87) and replotted in a new graph. 
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2.4 Discussion 

 By managing the complexity of the mathematical model, the present work was 

able to develop general algebraic predictions of the interaction of cardiac output and 

venous return when systemic arterial pressure is chronically regulated. The vast majority 

of modeling studies increase complexity as a means to better reproduce specific behavior 

of a system characterized by a specific set of parameter values. In contrast, we 

rigorously constrained complexity by 1) assuming the minimal closed-loop model, 2) 

linearizing all model equations, and 3) assuming systemic arterial pressure is a constant 

parameter. As described in detail below, each of these three simplification strategies 

impose limitations. Nonetheless, they result in general algebraic formulas (Eqs. A19-

A23) that extend the seminal works of Sunagawa et al. (256, 257) to chronic conditions 

in which systemic arterial pressure is regulated via renal function. Although 

simplification can lead to error (Table 2), the resulting general formulas explicitly relate 

mechanical properties to critical hemodynamic parameters without requiring advanced 

computational skills or knowledge of a large number of parameter values. The value of 

these general formulas is evidenced by the revelation that the most difficult parameters 

to measure, such as vascular compliances and unstressed volumes (221), become 

irrelevant to pressures and cardiac output for timescales that allow blood volume to vary. 

Furthermore, they provide a novel alternative to Guyton’s classical cardiac output-

venous return graph (Fig. 3) that is both predictive and applicable to chronic conditions 

such as heart failure (Fig. 4). The simplicity imposed upon the model thus yields tools 

that are conceptually tractable and accessible to cardiovascular investigators, clinicians, 
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and students. The present work was able to develop these novel tools by significantly 

deviating from convention by valuing the broad applicability of general solutions to a 

greater extent than the accuracy of specific predictions. 

Limitations imposed by assuming the minimal closed-loop model. Numerous 

investigators have used the structure of the minimal closed-loop model illustrated in Fig. 

2 as a basis to study integrative cardiovascular physiology (99, 241). Despite the 

difficulty in measuring all relevant mechanical properties (221), these models have 

achieved a high degree of acceptance because they have been repeatedly validated 

experimentally in animal models (185, 267) and human subjects (100, 241, 242). 

Because the present work also assumes the minimal closed-loop model, however, it 

shares the same limitations. For example, ventricles are characterized by a time-varying 

elastance that neglects Hill Effects (192). Vascular networks are lumped into 

compartments that neglect effects of pulse wave propagation and reflection (209), which 

particularly impacts predictions of pulsatile pressures of young, normotensive subjects 

(161). The effects of respiration (144) and posture (100) are similarly neglected, as well 

as the mechanical coupling of the ventricles (242). In addition, end-diastolic pressures 

are assumed equal to venous pressures, which neglects valve resistances and atrial 

contraction. Although expressed in terms of mean pressures and cardiac output (Eqs. 

A19-A22), the solutions are consistent with Sunagawa’s (256) characterization of 

pulsatile arterial pressures (Eq. A18, Appendix A). To capture the effects of particular 

mechanical properties that are otherwise neglected or lumped within the minimal closed-

loop model illustrated in Fig. 2, investigators have added a wide array of resistances and 
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compliant chambers in series and parallel to the elements of the minimal closed-loop 

model illustrated in Fig. 2 (137, 151). For conceptual clarity, the present work did not 

include any of the numerous possible modifications. Applying the methodology 

delineated in the present work, however, will also yield general algebraic formulas, 

provided that any additional elements are characterized by linear pressure-volume or 

pressure-flow relationships.  

Limitations imposed by linearizing model equations. Investigators typically use 

linear relationships to characterize most elements of the minimal closed-loop model. In 

fact, with very few exceptions (144), all vascular pressure-flow, vascular pressure-

volume, and ventricular end-systolic pressure-volume relationships are assumed to be 

linear as in Fig. 1. As a result, mechanical properties are typically characterized by a 

relatively small number of constant parameters (i.e., R, C, Vo, Voes, and Emax). More 

accurate nonlinear equations that capture the complexity of these relationships are 

typically avoided because they would require a larger number of parameters (39, 132). 

Investigators typically justify linearization by invoking the principle that any nonlinear 

relationship can be approximated by a linear equation (with a slope and an intercept) 

within a limited range (37). In fact, modeling studies have invoked this principle to 

assume a linear end-diastolic pressure-volume relationship (100, 256), which is essential 

for the present work (i.e., Eqs. A5 and A6). Because ventricular end-diastolic volume is 

particularly sensitive to small changes in filling pressure, however, investigators often 

resort to characterizing the end-diastolic pressure-volume relationship with a nonlinear 

function (e.g., Eq. B1). However, assuming nonlinear equations typically makes it 
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impossible to derive algebraic solutions (36). Figure 5 illustrates how linearity is 

maintained by treating such curvilinear relationships as “piecewise linear”.  

 
 
 

 

Figure 5. Effect of characterizing the nonlinear end-diastolic pressure-volume 
relationship by two linear relationships. A: The nonlinear end-diastolic 
pressure volume relationship (Eq. B2, dashed curve) can be approximated 
by two lines characterized by Eq. B1, but with different slopes (Emin1 and 
Emin2). Emin2 is a better approximation of the nonlinear relationship as 
ventricular volume increases above V’. B: The piecewise linear 
relationship results in a cardiac output that plateaus at higher systemic 
venous pressures. Illustrated is the special case that Emin2 approximates 
Emax.  
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As a result, the general algebraic formulas are maintained, and only the values of 

specific parameters (e.g., Emin and Voed) must be altered. In this illustrative case, 

approximating the nonlinear end-diastolic pressure-volume relationship in Fig. 5A with 

two contiguous lines results in a bend on the cardiac output curve in Figs. 3-5. Similarly, 

nonlinearity of the end-systolic pressure-volume relationship can be approximated by 

adjusting values of Emax and Voes in the general algebraic formulas. A similar approach 

can be used to capture nonlinearities in peripheral vascular pressure-flow relationships, 

although new formulas must be derived (not shown) after adding a parameter 

representing a nonzero intercept to Eqs. A1 and A2. Treating relationships as “piecewise 

linear” is a common approach to address the fact that “constant” parameters can vary in 

extreme conditions (36, 59).  

Limitations imposed by characterizing a systemic arterial pressure as a constant 

parameter. Although it is rarely acknowledged, investigators must choose which 

cardiovascular properties will be treated as constant parameters to solve the equations 

(38) characterizing the minimal closed-loop model. Universally, investigators have made 

this choice by solving equations for hemodynamic variables: cardiac output, vascular 

volumes, and blood pressures. As a direct consequence, all other cardiovascular 

properties have been implicitly assumed to be constant parameters, including most 

notably total blood volume (VB). This ubiquitous choice may have originated in early 

attempts to match model predictions with highly controlled acute experiments that 

deliberately eliminated feedback mechanisms. It is commonly recognized (271) that 

many of this standard set of constant parameters are actually highly variable in 
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timescales exceeding 1 sec because they are affected by homeostatic mechanisms that 

maintain systemic arterial pressure. To address pressure homeostasis, investigators have 

added additional equations to the minimal closed-loop model to represent the baroreflex 

(144) or renal function (9). Although this approach is necessary to investigate the 

mechanisms of pressure regulation, it requires numerical solution and a significant 

expansion of constant parameters that must be assigned particular values (271). 

Although blood pressure is acutely regulated through the baroreflex, over the course of 

hours, pressure control is achieved primarily through changes in blood volume (142). 

With intact renal function, the feedback is so effective that mean systemic arterial 

pressure remains nearly constant, even with significant perturbations. Therefore, in the 

present work we take a fundamentally different approach. To capture the effect of 

pressure homeostasis, we made a novel choice to treat systemic arterial pressure as 

constant parameter, and treat total blood volume as a variable when solving Eqs. A1-

A17. This choice imposes its own limitations. For instance, the resulting solutions (Eqs. 

A19-A23) would not predict effects of acute perturbations that are modulated by the 

baroreflex. Furthermore, our assumption that blood volume is controlled would fail in 

the case of renal dysfunction. The general algebraic solutions of the present work are 

nonetheless consistent with Guyton’s assertion that normal renal function provides 

“infinite feedback” that eventually overrides other acute homeostatic mechanisms to 

maintain systemic arterial pressure. The present work therefore extends the seminal 

work of Sunagawa et al. (256) to provide algebraic solutions that are particularly 

relevant to chronic disease states.  
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Validity of general algebraic solutions versus validity of specific numerical 

results. Perhaps the greatest limitation of closed-loop models that require numerical 

solutions is that they must assume specific parameter values. The origin of assumed 

parameter values for any particular study are often obscure. Because many properties are 

difficult to measure, parameter values are often borrowed from other species (144), 

carefully curated from the clinical literature (271), or are chosen by advanced methods 

that minimize error of a set of predicted variables (i.e., curve fitting) (169). However, 

even fairly well-characterized properties such as Emax can exhibit wide variation amongst 

healthy subjects (247). It is therefore unsurprising that various modeling studies (30, 

100, 144, 270) assume such divergent values for Emax (2-4.3 mmHg/ml) and Emin (0.014-

0.833 mmHg/ml). To estimate model accuracy (Table 2) and produce illustrative graphs 

(Figs. 3-5), we also had to assume particular parameter values. However, we used the 

insights afforded by algebraic solutions to arrange parameters into nondimensional 

groups whose values have a small range of variation (e.g., Emaxlv/Eminlv, Emaxrv/Eminrv, and 

RpHR/Emaxrv). In fact, most nondimensional terms in Eqs. 5 and 6 are recognized as 

allometric invariants (165, 287) and thus the collected terms have a similar value across 

(healthy) mammalian species. Notably, the only difference in slope of the cardiac output 

curve amongst mammals is due to the term (HR/Eminrv), which increases with mammal 

size. From this, it can be inferred that CO/(HR/Eminrv) would also be an allometric 

invariant. Furthermore, the value of Psa is similar across mammals (135), suggesting 

EmaxlvDVolv and EminrvDVorv may also have similar values across mammalian species.  

Since DVolv and DVorv arise out of the present work, the variance across mammals has yet 
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to be determined. Taken together, normalizing the cardiac output axis by HR/Eminlv and 

systemic venous pressure axis by Psa may transform Fig. 3 into a universal figure 

characterizing the cardiovascular system of all mammals. Despite the many simplifying 

assumptions, a standard set of parameter values results in pressures and flows that fall 

within normal ranges, and reproduce shifts in blood pressures and cardiac output with 

heart failure (Table 2). Although incorporating additional structural elements, 

nonlinearities, and control mechanisms into the minimal closed-loop model may further 

decrease apparent error, model equations may not be able to be solved algebraically. In 

fact, the general algebraic solutions for a simple model may paradoxically retain far 

more validity than specific numerical solutions of a more detailed model. Numerical 

results from more complex models are not valid for subjects that do not precisely match 

the assumed set of parameter values. Possibly even more problematic, the conclusions 

drawn from all previously-published modeling studies can potentially be rendered 

invalid if but one of the 16 or more assumed parameter values are ever found to be 

inaccurate (276).  

In chronic conditions, vascular compliance, unstressed volumes, and total blood 

volume do not affect blood pressures and flow. In his seminal work (87, 89), Guyton 

introduced the concept of “circulatory filling pressure” (Pcf) to characterize the role of 

blood storage to the regulation of blood pressures and cardiac output. He noted that with 

cardiac arrest, all pressures equilibrate to Pcf. As in the present work, he assumed four 

compliant chambers to relate Pcf to total blood volume, total vascular unstressed 

volumes, and total vascular compliance, 
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𝑃OP =
'Q3 '(6-/'(6*/'(7-/'(7*

R6-/R6*/R7-/R7*
. (9) 

This concept was later refined by characterizing the blood volumes stored in pulmonary 

and systemic circulations separately, leading to the concept of “systemic filling 

pressure” Psf,  

𝑃?P =
'6-/'6*3 '(6-/'(6*

R6-/R6*
. (10) 

In Guyton’s original experiments characterizing venous return, systemic blood volume 

was set constant (89). In this case, Psf, ranging from 10.2-18.76 mmHg (114, 145), 

became a critical parameter (87) that determines the intercept of the venous return curve 

(i.e., Fig. 4A). Because it is commonly believed that vascular compliances and 

unstressed volumes have a major impact on Psf (145), it is also believed they have a 

critical impact on cardiac output and blood pressures in chronic conditions (84, 222). 

The present work, however, leads to a very different conclusion. When systemic arterial 

pressure is homeostatic, vascular compliances and unstressed volumes become irrelevant 

to chronic cardiac output and blood pressures. None of the eight parameters 

characterizing compliances and unstressed volumes appear in Eqs. 1-8. In contrast to 

acute models that assume a constant volume (1, 137, 245), our algebraic solutions 

exclude the six most problematic parameters of the standard minimal closed-loop model. 

Perhaps as important, the present work reveals that in chronic conditions where normal 

renal function leads to pressure homeostasis, the minimal closed-loop model reduces 

from the eight components illustrated in Fig. 2 to four (two ventricles and two peripheral 

resistances). Our general algebraic formula can thus be derived from just from model 
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Eqs. A1-A8 with approximations A14-A17, assuming that CO, Psv, Ppa, and Ppv are 

variables. Because properties of vascular compartments become irrelevant, so too does 

the concept of systemic filling pressure in chronic conditions.  

 Novel alternative to Guyton’s classical cardiac output-venous return graph that 

is applicable to chronic conditions. Figure 4A illustrates one of the most enduring 

examples of how Guyton’s classic cardiac function-venous return graph can be used to 

explain clinically relevant observations. In this case, heart failure decreases the slope of 

the cardiac output curve, and blood volume expansion increases Psf, which shifts the 

venous return curve to the right, ultimately restoring cardiac output. The ability to adjust 

slopes and intercepts to represent various disease states has led to widespread adoption 

of this graphical approach in standard medical physiology textbooks (18, 95). Although 

Guyton’s classic balance point graph exemplifies integrative cardiovascular physiology, 

its conventional implementation engenders significant limitations. First, cardiac output 

curves are system-level characterizations adapted from empirical observations, and are 

not directly related to cardiovascular properties at the organ level (e.g., Emax) (81). 

Second, venous return curves assume a constant Psf, which includes the non-physiologic 

assumption that systemic blood volume is constant and unaffected by changes in cardiac 

function (14). Third, both cardiac output and venous return curves were characterized in 

the absence of pressure homeostasis, and graphs lack any reference to systemic arterial 

pressure. Fourth, Guyton’s cardiac output-venous return curves are primarily descriptive, 

and students, clinical investigators, and physiologists alike must resort to assuming (or 

memorizing) qualitative shifts in two slopes and two intercepts to reproduce known 
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changes in cardiac output and systemic venous pressure with particular disease states. 

Taken together, Guyton’s classic graph can aid conceptualization of the interaction of 

cardiac output and venous return, yet it remains primarily descriptive. In contrast, the 

present work provides a novel alternative to Guyton’s classic cardiac output-venous 

return graph that 1) quantifies slopes and intercepts in terms of standard organ-level 

cardiovascular parameters, 2) does not assume systemic blood volume is constant, 3) is 

consistent with systemic arterial pressure homeostasis that forms a simple intercept (Psa), 

and 4) makes the quantitative, predictive power of the minimal closed-loop model 

accessible to those without advanced computational skills. Although applied to chronic 

conditions where systemic arterial pressure is regulated by renal control of blood 

volume, the simplifying approach presented in the present work can be applied to yield 

general algebraic formulas for acute conditions where systemic arterial resistance is 

variable, as well as during growth and development, when ventricular contractility and 

diastolic stiffness are variables.  
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3. COUPLING VASCULAR AND INTERSTITIAL COMPARTMENTS 

 

3.1 Background 

The vascular and interstitial spaces are functionally coupled during heart failure. 

The blood and interstitial fluid compartments are anatomically coupled. Plasma enters 

interstitial compartments from the capillaries, and lymph exits interstitial compartments 

through the lymphatic vessels that converge and empty into the great veins of the neck. 

For healthy individuals, regulation of blood and interstitial fluid pressures, volumes, and 

flows can be studied in isolation, because homeostatic mechanisms functionally 

uncouple blood and interstitial compartments. For instance, control of blood volume by 

renal function results in chronic regulation of systemic arterial pressure (142). Similarly, 

multiple anti-edema mechanisms, including lymphatic function, control interstitial 

pressures to regulate interstitial fluid volume (49). Relatively large changes in heart rate, 

cardiac contractility, or peripheral resistance with exercise do not appreciably alter 

capillary or systemic venous pressures (288). However, with compensated heart failure, 

blood volume expansion ensures systemic arterial pressure is maintained (119) at the 

cost of elevated venous and capillary pressures (107). Increased capillary pressure 

enhances microvascular filtration into the interstitium, and increased systemic venous 

pressure inhibits lymphatic drainage out of the interstitium (53). Edema results when 

lymphatic function cannot fully compensate for these simultaneous challenges (44). 

Pulmonary edema in particular is one of the most devastating consequences of left 

ventricular failure (74). However, the clinical tools available to study pulmonary edema 
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such as response to exercise (231) or chest imaging and clinical examination (150, 248) 

have limited use for characterizing the numerous mediators responsible for edema.  

Conventional animal and computational models for heart failure yield complex, 

model-dependent results. The physiological relevance of animal models of heart failure 

has long been debated. Results from animal models are often animal-specific (273) and 

impacted by measurement techniques (274). With the inability to reliably measure 

critical variables (248) or selectively control confounding compensatory mechanisms 

(274), investigators have resorted to using mathematical models. Although based on 

established principles such as conservation of mass and momentum, computational 

models require assumption of specific parameter values that are often poorly 

characterized (248) or vary significantly amongst subjects (247). Furthermore, 

mathematical models that seek to reproduce the complexity of the cardiovascular 

system, such as the seminal 400-parameter model by Guyton et al. (85), yield results that 

are notoriously difficult to interpret (102) or even reproduce (122). Investigators have 

since gravitated to more modest models that lump the vascular and interstitial spaces into 

two or three compartments to study their interaction (59, 94, 196, 220, 224). The vast 

majority of mathematical models must nonetheless be evaluated with advanced 

computational techniques that require each of the parameter values to be assumed a 

priori. Taken together, even reduced computational models of the cardiovascular system 

thus fail to yield simple, model-independent results.  

The minimal closed loop cardiovascular model can be solved in terms of general, 

algebraic formulas predicting pressures, volumes, and flows from mechanical properties. 
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Three major strategies have arisen to manage the inherent complexity when modeling 

the cardiovascular system. First, because all changes in blood pressures, volumes, and 

flows are mediated through changes in the mechanical properties of the cardiovascular 

system (173), mathematical models have been constrained to include only mechanical 

properties (99, 191). Second, because the cardiovascular system can be adequately 

characterized in terms of “lumped” components characterizing the ventricles, peripheral 

resistances, and arterial and venous compartments, the number of critical parameters 

have been decreased by use of a “minimal closed-loop model” (99, 191). Third, because 

the equations characterizing mechanical properties can be linearized, they can be solved 

algebraically without assuming particular parameter values a priori (256, 257). 

Sunagawa et al. (256) first solved the equations characterizing the minimal closed loop 

model algebraically, providing general formulas for cardiac output and blood pressures. 

As was common practice for computational models, they assumed that blood volume 

was constant and systemic arterial pressure was variable. To include the regulation of 

systemic arterial pressure by renal function, in Section 2.2 we instead solved the 

equations assuming systemic arterial pressure was constant and blood volume was 

variable. The resulting general, algebraic formulas were then used to characterize 

alterations in systemic venous pressure with compensated heart failure.  

The minimal interstitial fluid balance model can be solved in terms of general, 

algebraic formulas predicting pressures, volumes, and flows from mechanical properties. 

Similar to the algebraic solutions for the minimal closed-loop model, Dongaonkar et al. 

(49) developed algebraic solutions for interstitial pressure, volume, and flow that emerge 
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from the interaction of the microvasculature, an interstitial compartment, and a 

lymphatic system. This “minimal interstitial fluid balance model” assumed the Starling-

Landis equation (289) to predict fluid flow into interstitial space as a function of oncotic 

and hydrostatic pressures and water and protein permeabilities. The Drake-Laine 

equation (130) was then employed to predict flow of fluid out of the interstitial space as 

a function of hydrostatic pressures and effective lymphatic resistance and effective 

lymphatic pump pressure. This model resulted in an algebraic solution that yielded 

general algebraic formulas for interstitial pressures and volumes as a function of 

capillary and systemic venous pressures (49). Although these minimal blood and 

interstitial models arise from similar approaches and use compatible assumptions, they 

have yet to be integrated. Therefore, the purpose of the present work is to integrate 

algebraic characterizations of the minimal closed-loop and interstitial fluid balance 

models to identify the primary mechanical determinants of pulmonary interstitial 

pressures in healthy subjects and subjects with compensated heart failure. 

 

3.2 Methods 

Closed-loop circulatory system. To characterize the cardiovascular-pulmonary 

interstitium interaction, a composite algebraic model based on the minimal closed loop 

model in Section 2.2 was coupled to the minimal interstitial fluid balance model of 

Dongaonkar et al. (49). Figure 6 illustrates the components of the integrated model that 

can be characterized either as resistances, pumping ventricles, or compliant 

compartments.  
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Figure 6. Components of the closed-loop and interstitial system. Flow through 

interstitial and vascular resistances is determined by the difference in inlet 
pressure (Pin) and outlet pressure (Pout) and resistance of the components 
(R). Microvascular filtration can be conceptualized as a resistance (1/Kfp). 
Ventricular end-systolic (Pes) and end-diastolic pressure (Ped) are 
determined by the unstressed ventricular volumes (Voes, Voed), maximum 
and minimum elastances of the ventricle (Emax, Emin) and blood volume in 
the ventricle (V). Volume in the interstitial and vascular compartments is 
determined by the unstressed volume at zero pressure (Vo), total 
compartment compliance (C), and transmural pressure (P). 

 
 
 
All equations relating variables to parameters characterizing mechanical 

properties were characterized with linear relationships, consistent with the previously-

reported models (49). To maintain simplicity, the pulmonary and systemic vasculatures 

were characterized by minimal components consisting of peripheral resistances and 
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arterial and venous compliances. Cardiac ventricles were characterized by maximum and 

minimum elastances of the time-varying elastance model (254). Blood volume (VB) was 

assumed to be stored only in systemic and pulmonary arterial and venous compartments. 

Because systemic interstitial edema is generally not critical to survival in heart failure 

(35) and has no significant effect on pulmonary edema when systemic mean arterial 

pressure (Psa) is regulated, we only included the pulmonary interstitial space. For the 

purpose of simplicity, we assumed the pulmonary interstitium to be characterized by a 

single compartment. 

Blood circulation model equations. The cardiovascular model was characterized  

previously in Section 2.2, with a full set of model equations in Appendix C (Eqs. C1-

C10). Minor modifications made to Eqs. C1 and C3 to introduce a pulmonary capillary 

pressure that serves as a critical junction with the pulmonary interstitium. Specifically, 

the difference in pulmonary arterial pressure (Ppa) and pulmonary capillary pressure 

(Pcp) divided by pulmonary arterial resistance (Rpa) determines flow from the pulmonary 

arterial compartment (Q), 

:7-3:S7
%7-

= 𝑄. (11) 

Similarly, the difference in pulmonary capillary pressure (Pcp) and pulmonary venous 

pressure (Ppv) divided by pulmonary venous resistance (Rpv) determines flow to the 

pulmonary venous compartment (Q), 

:S73:7*
%7*

= 𝑄. (12) 
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To maintain simplicity, further simplifying assumptions were made. Although 

pulmonary lymphatic flow (Qip) contributes to cardiac output (Q), Qip was assumed to be 

negligible. A correction factor (𝜅) relating end-systolic pressures to mean systemic 

arterial pressures was assumed to be equal to unity (256). 

Interstitial fluid balance model equations. Microvascular fluid balance was 

characterized with an analytical description developed by Dongaonkar et al. (49) and 

reproduced in Appendix C (Eqs. C12-C14). Briefly, microvascular flow out of the 

pulmonary capillaries (treated as a single compartment) is characterized by the Starling-

Landis Equation,  

𝑄GV = 𝐾PV 𝑃OV − 𝑃LV − ∆ΠV , (13) 

where Qmp is the pulmonary microvascular filtration, Kfp is the pulmonary microvascular 

filtration coefficient, and  ∆ΠV is the capillary-interstitial oncotic pressure difference. 

Pulmonary capillary pressure (Pcp) and interstitial pressure (Pip) are assumed to be 

variables. Pulmonary lymphatic flow (Qlp) was characterized by the Drake-Laine 

Equation (130), 

𝑄IV =
:17/:773:6*

%07
,  (14) 

with Ppp defined as the effective pulmonary lymphatic pump pressure and Rlp as 

effective pulmonary lymphatic resistance. In equilibrium, lymphatic flow was assumed 

to be equal to microvascular flow, which in turn is equal to total pulmonary interstitial 

flow (Qip),   

𝑄LV = 𝑄GV = 𝑄IV.  (15) 
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Figure 7. Lumped description of the coupled vascular and pulmonary interstitial 

compartments. Pulmonary arteries (PA), pulmonary veins (PV), systemic 
arteries (SA), and systemic veins (SV) are each represented with a 
compliant chamber (dotted circle) and resistance (box). The right and left 
ventricles are represented by a time-varying elastance. The pulmonary 
interstitial compartment (PI) is characterized by a compliant chamber 
(dotted circle), an effective lymphatic resistance (Rlp) and a microvascular 
permeability coefficient (Kfp). 
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Solutions for integrated model equations with regulated systemic arterial 

pressure. Figure 7 represents coupling of the cardiovascular and pulmonary interstitial 

models.  In addition to these standard model equations, it was assumed that total 

extracellular fluid volume (V) of the integrated model was the sum of blood volume (VB) 

and pulmonary interstitial volume (Vip), 

𝑉 = 𝑉[ + 𝑉LV.  (16) 

The variable V does not include systemic interstitial fluid volumes. The entire integrated 

model (Fig. 7) can thus characterized by a system of fifteen simplified linear equations 

(Eqs. C1-C15). Since renal regulation of blood volume controls systemic arterial 

pressure over the course of hours or days, a critical modeling choice was made to treat 

Psa as a constant parameter and blood and interstitial volumes as variables. Equations 

C1-C15 were thus solved simultaneously for nine variables (Ppv, Psv, Ppa, Q, V, Vip, VB, 

Pip, and Qip).  

Characterizing cardiac output in terms of balance points to yield equilibrium 

values of pulmonary capillary pressure and systemic venous pressures. Although the 

system of equations characterized by Eqs. C1-C10 can be solved algebraically for 

pulmonary capillary pressure, they can also be expressed graphically as a novel balance 

point. To achieve this, it was necessary to characterize blood flow with two components, 

much like Guyton’s cardiac output and venous return (81). In this case, cardiac output is 

expressed as one flow through the right ventricle (Qrv) and one through the left ventricle 

(Qlv). The flow through the right ventricle (Qrv) included flow from the entrance of the 

systemic vasculature, through the right ventricle and pulmonary arterial system to the 
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pulmonary capillaries. The governing equations for these elements (Eqs. C1, C2, C9) 

were simultaneously solved for Q, Ppa, and Psv. Systemic arterial pressure (Psa) was 

assumed constant, causing the interstitial compartments to be irrelevant to the solutions. 

As a result, Qrv was expressed as a function of constant parameters of the right ventricle, 

pulmonary arterial resistance, and pulmonary capillary pressure (Pcp). To plot Qrv versus 

Pcp, the slope of the resulting relationship was found by taking the derivative with 

respect to Pcp, and the abscissa intercept found by setting Qrv equal to zero and solving 

for Pcp. The flow through the left ventricle (Qlv) included flow from the pulmonary 

capillaries through the pulmonary veins and left ventricle. The governing equations for 

these elements (Eqs. C3 and C8) were simultaneously solved for Qlv and Ppv, also 

assuming constant systemic arterial pressure (Psa). To plot Qlv versus Pcp, the slopes and 

intercepts were likewise calculated. Both Qrv and Qlv were plotted on the same graph. 

The intercept represents equilibrium where Qrv=Qlv, indicating the equilibrium value of 

pulmonary capillary pressure (Pcp
*). For comparison purposes, the cardiac output-venous 

return balance point graph from Fig. 3 was also reproduced, indicating the equilibrium 

value of systemic venous pressure (Psv
*). Likewise, the interstitial fluid balance point of 

Dongaonkar et al. (49) was reproduced from Eqs. 13-15, with intercepts expressed in 

terms of equilibrium values of Pcp
* and  Psv

*.   

Non-dimensionalization of parameters to allow generalization. To further 

simplify the equations to obtain an analytical form amenable to characterizing different 

mammals, parameters were rearranged into non-dimensional groups (i.e., the model was 

“re-parameterized”). When possible, these terms were formed into recognized allometric 
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invariants (i.e., ratios that are nearly constant across different mammalian species). For 

example, the ratio of end-systolic and end-diastolic cardiac elastances (i.e., Emax/Emin) is 

independent of mammalian weight (287), as is the ratio of effective arterial elastance to 

end-systolic elastance (i.e., HR Rs/Emax), used as an index of ventricular-arterial coupling 

(23). Five sets of parameters were obtained and reformulated in these nondimensional 

parameter groups. The first two parameter sets included a complete set of parameters for 

20 kg dogs for both normal and heart failure with reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF). 

Measurements of parameters governing human pulmonary interstitial fluid balance are 

more limited. Cardiovascular parameters for a 70 kg human were obtained from Table 1 

for normal, heart failure with reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF), and heart failure with 

preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF) phenotypes. Because inadequate parameter 

measurements of the interstitium in humans exist, missing parameters were in general 

assumed to be similar to measurements made in animal models. A detailed description of 

parameters used can be found in Appendix D. 

Primary determinants of pulmonary interstitial pressures in the coupled 

circulatory system. Primary mechanical determinants of pulmonary interstitial pressure 

were found by performing a standard sensitivity analysis and simplifying equations. 

First, the sensitivity of normal human pulmonary interstitial pressure to individual model 

parameters were quantified and graphed. The sensitivity was found by changing each 

parameter ±10%, and then taking the absolute value of the maximum change in Pip from 

the original value, dividing by the original value of Pip and multiplying by 100. Relative 

sensitivity was then found by calculating the sensitivity index (SI) for all parameters 
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which quantifies the change in Pip. The change in Pip (∆𝑃L) as each parameter varied by 

10% was divided by the sum of the change in all parameters to provide a representation 

of each parameters relative contribution to the change in Pip,  

𝑆𝐼 = ∆:1
∆:12

1
∗ 100. (17) 

This process was repeated for each of the three human parameter sets (Normal, HFrEF, 

and HFpEF). The same process was used to tabulate the relative sensitivity of human 

pulmonary interstitial pressure to changes in nondimensional parameter groups, for 

normal, HFrEF and HFpEF cases. The piecewise linear relationship for end-diastolic 

pressure-volume relationships were neglected to simplify analysis. 

Approximating algebraic formulas for human pulmonary interstitial pressure for 

normal and heart failure phenotypes. The algebraic solution for equilibrium pulmonary 

interstitial pressure was reformulated as a function of nondimensional model parameters. 

Terms contributing less than 15% to Pip were removed from both the dimensional and 

nondimensional forms of the equation for equilibrium Pip. Because the values for human 

differed for normal, HFrEF and HFpEF cases, three separate approximations emerged. 

Effect of left relative contractility on pulmonary interstitial pressure. Assuming 

all other parameters constant and equal to normal values for human, pulmonary 

interstitial pressure was graphed as a function of the ratio of end-systolic elastance and 

end-diastolic elastance (Emaxlv/Eminlv). To illustrate the effect of Emaxlv/Eminlv in a subject 

with increased microvascular permeability, pulmonary interstitial pressure was also 

graphed with Kfp increased by a factor of four. Ranges of Emaxlv/Eminlv corresponding to 

HFrEF were indicated on the graph.  
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Effect of non-dimensional parameters on volumes. To illustrate how relative 

blood and interstitial volumes redistribute as properties of the system altered, the ratios 

Vip/V and VB/V were graphed as a function of Psa, as well as the nondimensional groups 

Emaxlv/Eminlv and 𝐾PV𝑅IV. 

Validation. All pressures, flows, and volumes were compared to measured 

physiological values for two canine phenotypes (normal, HFrEF). Since limited 

measurements of pulmonary interstitial pressure and volume exist for humans, human 

phenotypes (normal, HFrEF, and HFpEF) were compared solely to measured vascular 

pressures and flows. To more accurately simulate volume shifts and pressures changes, 

heart failure phenotypes were assumed to be in chronic compensated heart failure 

without volume management. 

 
 

3.3 Results 

Graphical representation of cardiac output and pulmonary capillary pressure. 

Figure 8A represents the interaction of cardiac output through the right ventricle (Qrv), 

with, 

Qlv slope: $%
+,120*/%7*$%

, (18) 

and, 

Qlv intercept: +,120*
+,-.0*

𝑃?D − 𝐸GDHI@∆𝑉JI@ . (19) 
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Figure 8. Equilibrium pulmonary capillary pressure (Pcp) and systemic venous 

pressure (Psv) both arise from the balance of input and output flows. 
Slopes and intercepts determining the relationship of the variables are 
indicated on the graphs (Eqs. 18-21). Flow from the left ventricle (Qlv) 
increases as Pcp increases (A). Flow from the right ventricle (Qrv) 
decreases as Pcp increases (B). The balance of the two determines 
equilibrium Q and Pcp (C). Similarly, as Psv increases, Q through the heart 
and pulmonary vasculature increases (D), while increases in Psv cause a 
decrease in Q through the systemic vasculature (E). Equilibrium Q and 
Psv are determined by the balance of those two opposing forces, cardiac 
output (CO) and venous return (VR) (F). 
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Figure 8.  Continued. 
 
 
 
 Figure 8B illustrates the cardiac output through the left ventricle (Qlv), with, 

Qrv slope: − $%

+,-.)*/%7-$%/
4,-.)*
4,12)*

%6$%
, (20) 

and, 

Qrv intercept: +,-.)*
+,12)*

𝑃?D − 𝐸GLMN@∆𝑉JN@ . (21) 

Figure 8C plots both Qrv and Qlv simultaneously, with the intersection representing 

equilibrium cardiac output (Q*) and pulmonary capillary pressure (Pcp
*). Figures 8D-F 

illustrate Guyton’s cardiac output (CO) and venous return (VR) balance point 

reformulated for chronic conditions when Psa is regulated and blood volume is variable. 

Pulmonary resistance (Rp) is the sum of pulmonary arterial (Rpa) and pulmonary venous 

resistance (Rpv). The intersection represents equilibrium cardiac output (Q*) and systemic 

venous pressure (Psv
*). Figure 9 illustrates the interstitial fluid balance point, with 

intercepts expressed in terms of Pcp
* and Psv

* (dashed boxes). 
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Solutions for equilibrium pulmonary capillary pressure (Pcp
*) and systemic 

venous pressure (Psv
*). Equilibrium pulmonary capillary pressure (Pcp

*) can be 

represented with a combination of circulatory parameters, 

𝑃OV∗ =
:6- +,-.)*/+,120*/$%	   %7-/%7* / <6=<

4,-.0*
+,120*:6- /%6$% +,120*∆'(0*/+,-.)*∆'()*

+,120*/+,-.0*/ %7-/%7* $%/4,-.)*<6=<
4,12)*

 . (22) 

Equilibrium systemic venous pressure (Psv
*) can similarly be represented, 

𝑃?@∗ =
:6- +,-.)*/+,120*/$%	  %73

=<	  <64,120*
4,-.0*

/$%%6 +,120*∆'(0*/+,-.)*∆'()*

+,120*/+,-.0*/%7$%/
4,-.)*<6=<

4,12)*

. (23) 

 

 
 
 

 
Figure 9. Pulmonary interstitial pressure (Pip) arises from the balance of flow into 

the interstitium characterized by the Starling-Landis equation (Eq. 13) 
and flow out of the interstitium characterized by the Drake-Laine 
equation (Eq. 14), with the vascular space influencing interstitial pressure 
through systemic venous pressure (Psv) and pulmonary capillary pressure 
(Pcp). Figure is consistent with Dongaonkar et al. (49), with parameters 
matching those in the present work for the pulmonary interstitium. 
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Analytical solution for pulmonary interstitial pressure in terms of vascular 

parameters. As illustrated in Fig. 9, although pulmonary interstitial pressure (Pip) can be 

calculated solely from interstitial parameters by assuming constant values of systemic 

venous pressure (Psv
*) and pulmonary capillary pressure (Pcp

*), these two pressures play 

a large role in pulmonary interstitial pressure (17.56% as determined by relative 

sensitivity analysis). Solving the system of equations (Eqs. C1-C15), yields pulmonary 

interstitial pressure (Pip) expressed as a combination of vascular and interstitial 

mechanical parameters. Alternatively, Pip can be expressed in terms of Pcp
* and Psv

* from 

Eqs. 22 and 23, 

𝑃LV =
:6*∗ /%07(∆a7/:77/:S7∗ bc7)

B/%07bc7
. (24) 

Sensitivity analysis. Figure 10 indicates that while Pip is most sensitive to 

changes in interstitial parameters Ppp, Kfp, Rlp, and ∆Pp in normal conditions, vascular 

parameters Psa, Rs, HR, Eminlv, ∆Vlv, and Emaxlv also play a large role. Other parameters, 

including pulmonary arterial and venous resistance and right ventricular parameters, 

have less than a 5% effect on changes in pulmonary interstitial pressure. 
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Figure 10. Sensitivity analysis of pulmonary interstitial pressure (Pip) for normal 

human parameters. While Pip depends on interstitial parameters (Ppp, Kfp, 
Rlp, ∆Pp), it is also very sensitive to changes in cardiovascular parameters 
(Psa, Rs, HR, Eminlv, ∆Vlv, Emaxlv). Notably, pulmonary arterial and venous 
resistance do not play a large role. Parameters contributing less than 3% 
to the sensitivity were combined in “Other”.  
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Non-
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Figure 11. Non-dimensional parameters’ effect on pulmonary interstitial pressure. 
Non-dimensional terms are composed of a combination of cardiovascular 
and interstitial parameters (Parameters). Relative sensitivities of the non-
dimensional parameters for each of the three human phenotypes (Normal, 
HFrEF, and HFpEF) are illustrated. Normal and HRrEF conditions are 
largely influenced by changes in normalized lymphatic pumping pressure 
(Jpn) and interstitial resistances (Ri), while left ventricular properties 
(EElv) play a larger role in HFpEF. Whether measured parameter values 
exist for each term (M) was indicated with as measured (M), partially 
measured (P) for terms composed of both measured parameters and 
parameters with very few measurements, or not measured (N). The effect 
on Pip of an increase in each term is indicated as either an increase (é), 
decrease (ê), or no effect (-). Compliances and volumes were simplified 
with combined total compliance (𝐶eJe = 𝐶?D + 𝐶?@ + 𝐶VD + 𝐶V@ + 𝐶V) 
and total unstressed volume (𝑉JeJe = 𝑉J?D + 𝑉J?@ + 𝑉JVD + 𝑉JV@ + 𝑉JV). 
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Figure 11.  Continued. 
 
 
 
  Primary determinants of pulmonary interstitial pressure. Figure 11 illustrates 

that pulmonary interstitial pressure is very sensitive to normalized lymphatic pumping 

pressure (Ppp/Psa) for both the normal and HFrEF cases. For the HFpEF case, a more 

balanced contribution amongst parameters is apparent, with relative ventricular 

contractility EElv (i.e., Emaxlv/Eminlv) having the greatest effect on pulmonary interstitial 

pressure and Jpn (i.e., Ppp/Psa) and ∆opn (i.e., −∆ΠV/𝑃?D) each contributing more than 

15% to changes in Pip. These three terms comprise 75% of the relative sensitivities. 

Compliances, total filling pressure, and unstressed volumes of the heart play either little 

or no role in determining Pip in chronic conditions. Normal and HFrEF conditions are 

largely influenced by lymphatic pumping pressure, interstitial resistances, and left 
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ventricular properties. However, while HFpEF is influenced by the same three 

parameters, left ventricular properties have a much larger effect on Pip.   

Pulmonary interstitial pressure can be predicted in terms of non-dimensional 

parameters. Approximating pulmonary interstitial pressure for the normal case (Pip,norm) 

decreases the degrees of freedom (i.e., total number of independent parameters) from 22 

to 17 when Pip is expressed in terms of non-dimensional parameters and insignificant 

terms are removed. Non-dimensional parameters include four ratios previously 

acknowledged as non-dimensional (RpaHR/Emaxrv, RsHR/Emaxlv, Emaxlv/Eminlv, Emaxrv/Eminrv) 

(257, 287). Decreased dependence on interstitial parameters and pulmonary parameters 

is apparent, with an absence of interstitial osmotic pressure (∆opn) and pulmonary venous 

resistance (Rvn). In addition, normalized unstressed volumes of the ventricles (∆Vlvn, 

∆Vrvn) are absent, 

𝑃LV,MJNG ≈ +-)*++)* +-0*++0*i72/%1
(B/%1)(+-0*++0*%-/+-)*++0*+-0*++)*)

. (25) 

Applying the same simplification to pulmonary interstitial pressure for the heart failure 

phenotypes, we obtain a different approximation for HFrEF, 

𝑃LV,$jN+j ≈
+-)*++)*+-0* 3++0*i72/%1/++0*%1∆J72

(B/%1)(+-)*++)*++0*/%-++0*)
, (26)  

and for HFpEF, 

𝑃LV,$jV+j ≈
+-0*++0*%1 +-)*++)*%-/∆'(02

(B/%1)(+-0*+-)*++0*++)*/+-0*++0*%-)
. (27) 

While the solutions are similar to the normal condition, HFrEF is influenced by 

normalized interstitial osmotic pressure (∆opn), which not present in the normal case, and 

HFpEF is influenced by unstressed left ventricular volume (∆Volvn) and no longer 
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significantly influenced by lymphatic pumping pressure (Jpn). Each of the three 

approximations (Eqs. 25-27) differed by less than 32% from the full solution 

characterized by Eqs. 22-24. 

Influence of left ventricular elastance ratio on pulmonary interstitial pressure. 

Pulmonary interstitial pressure changes from -6.76 to -4.32 as the left ventricular heart 

elastance ratio (EElv) decreases from normal to HFrEF conditions, even in the absence of 

any changes in interstitial or other vascular parameters (Fig. 12). Although initially the 

rate of change is smaller, as EElv decreases, pulmonary interstitial pressure becomes 

much more sensitive to changes. A fourfold increase in Kfp increases pulmonary 

interstitial pressure to close to zero, although as heart failure worsens, EElv has little 

effect on Pip. Similar behavior is evident with increases in Rlp (not shown).  

Influence of systemic arterial pressure, relative ventricular elastance ratio, and 

normalized interstitial pump pressure on interstitial and blood volumes. As systemic 

arterial pressure (Psa) increases, volume is increased in the blood compartment and 

decreased in the interstitial compartment for both the normal and HFrEF phenotypes. 

With HFpEF, blood volume shifts to the interstitial compartment with increase in Psa 

(Fig. 13A). With normal heart function, a change in the left ventricular ratio (EElv) has 

little effect on volume distribution. As heart failure progresses, volumes shifts to the 

interstitial compartment (Fig. 13B). As Ri (i.e., RlpKfp) increases, the interstitial volume 

increases and blood volume decreases for all phenotypes. However, an increase in Ri has 

a larger effect on the HFpEF phenotype (Fig. 13C). 
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Validation. All variables were found within normal measured ranges (Table 3, 

Table 4) for both normal and heart failure conditions.  

 
 
 

 
Figure 12. Pulmonary interstitial pressure (Pip) is very sensitive to changes in 

ventricular properties, even in the absence of any changes in interstitial 
parameters. As heart failure progresses (illustrated with values for 
HFrEF), Pip increases. With a fourfold increase in the pulmonary 
microvascular coefficient (Kfp), Pip increases to near zero pressure, but 
becomes much less sensitive to changes in left ventricular elastances.  
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Figure 13. The interstitial volume ratio (Vip/V, gray) and blood volume ratio (VB/V, 

black) characterizes the change in distribution of total volume to the 
interstitial and blood compartments. A) As systemic arterial pressure (Psa) 
increases, more volume is distributed to the blood compartment and less 
to interstitial compartment for both the normal and HFrEF phenotypes. 
However, with HFpEF, volume distributed to the interstitial compartment 
increases. B) At normal values, a change in the left ventricular ratio (EElv) 
has little effect on volume distribution. With lower values of EElv with 
progression of heart failure, fluid volume shifts to the interstitium. C) 
With a twofold increase in the pulmonary interstitial resistance ratio (Ri), 
the interstitial volume ratio increases and blood volume decreases for all 
phenotypes, but an increase in Ri has a larger effect on the HFpEF 
phenotype. 
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Figure 13.  Continued. 
 
 
 

20 kg dog Normal HFrEF 
Vascular Sim M Ref Sim M Ref 
Q (mL/s) 36.72 41.67-66.67 (97) 21.73 18.67-22.2 (290) 
Psv (mmHg) 2.68 0-7.36 (97) 9.29 9-13 (290) 
Ppa (mmHg) 16.01 10-20 (97) 44.98 36±7 (5) 
Ppv (mmHg) 3.16 5-12 (97) 33.58 26±8 (290) 

VB (mL) 1993.06 1926.94±88 (184) 2314.24 1347-2360 
(184, 
281) 

Interstitial Sim M Ref Sim M Ref 
Pip (mmHg) -1.68 -2.2- -1.58 (49, 266) -1.39 -1.67±0.97 (266) 
Vip (mL) 689.79 569.85±8.7 (265) 791.53 781.55±17.4 (265) 

Table 3. Predicted hemodynamic values fall within (or near) range for reported 
values (M) for a 20 kg dog. The assumed values for systemic arterial 
pressure (Psa) for Normal and heart failure with reduced ejection fraction 
(HFrEF) phenotypes were 100 and 96.4 mmHg to match reported mean 
values. 
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70kg human Normal HFrEF HFpEF 

Vascular Sim M Ref Sim M Ref Sim M Ref 

Q (mL/s) 80.58 67-133 (277) 71.05 80±23 (57) 74.47 
86.67 
±22 (57) 

Psv (mmHg) 4.90 0-6 (277) 8.35 7.4±15 (57) 13.59 
9.6 
±4.2 (57) 

Ppa (mmHg) 14.84 10-20 (277) 21.49 28±11 (57) 39.80 34±17 (57) 

Ppv (mmHg) 7.59 6-12 (277) 9.13 16±7 (57) 23.27 19±9 (57) 

VB (mL) 5221.77 
5172-
5321.62 

(207, 
216) 5038.2 

5179 
±424 (40) 5685.05 

4696 
±1137 (181) 

Table 4. Predicted vascular parameters (Sim) fall within range of previously-
reported values (M) for a 70 kg human. Predicted values compared to 
reported values for normal subjects (207, 216, 248, 277) subjects with 
heart failure reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF) (57), preserved ejection 
fraction (HFpEF) (57). Calculated Normal pulmonary interstitial 
pressures (Pip) also fell within range of reported values (-6.76 mmHg; 
reported -8 to -2 mmHg (95, 248)). The assumed values for systemic 
arterial pressure for Normal, HFrEF and HFpEF were 90, 87, and 103 
mmHg, respectively, to match reported mean values. Parameter values 
used for validation are illustrated in Table D1.  

 
 

 
3.4 Discussion 

 The present work developed general algebraic predictions of pulmonary 

interstitial pressure which can be applied to chronic conditions. We developed an 

algebraic formula from two models (49) that explicitly relates pulmonary interstitial 

pressure (Pip) to the mechanical properties of the cardiovascular system. Furthermore, by 

taking the novel approach of assuming systemic arterial pressure (Psa) is regulated and 

that extracellular volume (V) is variable, the solution is appropriate to predict chronic Pip.  

To derive an algebraic solution, we used three simplifying assumptions: 1) minimal 

compartment models, 2) linearized model equations, and 3) regulated systemic arterial 

pressure is a constant parameter. Each set of assumptions introduced error into our 
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approximations for Pip, as well as limiting the context in which the model applies. 

Nonetheless, our model achieved adequate approximations for measured Pip in both 

human and animal models. Given the limitations of current knowledge of parameter 

values, we nonetheless could identify the primary determinants of pulmonary interstitial 

pressure, including effective lymphatic pump pressure, oncotic pressure gradients across 

the pulmonary capillaries, and the ratio of end systolic and end-diastolic left ventricular 

elastances. Given the complexity of the full formula for Pip, we took three approaches to 

better conceptualize its relationship of the mechanical properties of the system. First, we 

integrated three balance point graphs that yield equilibrium pulmonary capillary pressure 

(Fig. 8C), systemic venous pressure (Fig. 8F), and ultimately pulmonary interstitial 

pressure (Fig. 9). Second, we “reparameterized” the model, forming a smaller set of non-

dimensional ratios that for the most part are recognized allometric invariants 

(nondimensional terms that are relatively constant across different mammalian species). 

With interstitial measurements limited in humans (289), such algebraic formulas 

facilitate research performed on specific animal models to be translated to clinically-

relevant human research. Third, we further simplified by removing less significant terms 

from the general solution for Pip which yielded different approximations for Pip for 

normal subjects (Pip,norm, Eq. 25), subjects with heart failure with reduced ejection 

fraction (Pip,HFrEF, Eq. 26), and subjects with heart failure and preserved ejection fraction 

(Pip,HFrEF, Eq. 27). This approach reveals that although interstitial fluid balance 

parameters dominate Pip, different vascular and cardiac properties play critical roles in 
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the different heart failure phenotypes. Most importantly, this work helps clarify which of 

the many parameters merit focus of future clinically-relevant research.  

Algebraic solutions enable characterization of the interaction of subsystems. 

Mathematical characterization of a physiological system requires a model complex 

enough to represent critical system behavior, yet simple enough to interpret the results 

(38). Although foundational equations, such as Starling-Landis, tend to be simple 

algebraic characterizations, complexity of reported mathematical models have increased 

as computational tools have become more powerful. Emergent behaviors of integrated 

models have been able simulate fluid and pressure shifts in the pulmonary system (33, 

83, 91, 94, 152, 216, 257). Such complex models have generated critical knowledge, 

such as the insight that regulation of blood volume controls chronic systemic blood 

pressure (82) and lymphatic return plays a critical role in fluid balance (55). However, 

previous models were limited by focus on a specific population characterized by a 

specific set of parameter values, some of which included potentially extraneous 

mechanisms (216). Because conventional computational models have required numerical 

solution, all parameters must be assigned specific values (216), even if they have never 

been measured or have only been estimated (see Fig. 11). In addition, many 

characterizations of interstitial fluid balance have been incomplete, with the lymphatic 

system either absent (94) or characterized without active lymphatic pumping (33, 91, 

216). Even with critical simplifications, our model incorporates parameters for the active 

transport of lymph. Our approach to modeling included arranging parameters into 

nondimensional groups that are relatively constant across animal species, increasing the 
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ability to synthesize information from multiple animal experiments.  Such groupings of 

parameters were a specific outcome of solving model equations algebraically. Another 

consequence of deriving algebraic solutions is to identify parameter groups that are 

functionally coupled, such as Emax/Emin, KfpRlp, and RsHR/Emax, that not only explicitly 

illustrate parameter interaction, but also have functional interpretations. For instance, 

Emax/Emin is a relative ventricular contractility that characterizes the ability to pump 

blood (287); KfpRlp is the resistance to fluid movement out of the interstitium relative to 

resistance to flow into the interstitium that characterizes the potential to form edema 

(49); and RsHR/Emax is the putative ratio of effective arterial elastance to ventricular 

elastance that characterizes ventricular-arterial system coupling in terms of stroke work 

(165). On a broader scale, combining the cardiovascular system with the pulmonary 

interstitial compartment yields synergistic parameter sets such as 𝐸𝐸I@ ∙ 𝐽VM in Eq. 26 

that suggests synergy between relative cardiac contractility and relative lymphatic 

pumping reduces Pip in HFrEF patients. By focusing on breadth and completeness, rather 

than depth and accuracy, our model characterizes the complex interactions of the 

pulmonary interstitial and vascular system with a simple, algebraic solution.  

Characterizing active lymphatic pumping in the pulmonary system. Pulmonary 

lymphatic structure is unique, with lymphatics draining fluid from the pleural, 

interstitial, thoracic, and diaphragmatic spaces (229). As mentioned above, our lumped 

model does not distinguish between locations. Pulmonary lymphatic flow was 

traditionally assumed to be a passive mechanism determined by the pressure difference 

(33) or extrinsic mechanisms (91), but more recent studies indicate that pulmonary 
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lymphatic vessels actively pump (52, 56). Intrinsic active lymphatic pumping varies with 

location (153), and although its role during edemagenic states and heart failure has not 

yet been assessed experimentally, it likely plays a role in ameliorating pulmonary edema 

(170). However, the effect of extrinsic pumping mechanisms on the lymphatics must be 

considered (186, 301). There is debate whether extrinsic pumping of lymph by 

respiration accounts for a significant portion lymph flow (153, 229), extrinsic pumping 

overrides intrinsic lymphatic pumping in the plural space where spontaneous 

contractions are rare (172). Nonetheless, studies have also indicated that inhibition of 

intrinsic lymphatic pumping reduces pleural lymph flow by up to 40% (170). In addition, 

lymphatic pressures more subatmospheric than pleural liquid pressures have been 

measured, with active lymphatic pumping suspected to be the primary method of 

achieving this (171). Although the parameter Ppp and Rlp in Eq. 14 can be related to 

pumping in single lymphangions (210) and in lymphatic vessel networks (174), they are 

primarily empirical parameters that can include the effect of both intrinsic and extrinsic 

pumping.  

Changes in pulmonary interstitial pressure are primarily influenced by 

interstitial fluid balance parameters. Although experimental research focusing on the 

mechanical determinants of pulmonary interstitial pressure is limited, pulmonary 

congestion is a critical predictor of survival (197). Investigators have focused on 

vascular variables for both diagnostics and treatment, especially for heart failure (197). 

For example, expanded blood volume has been suggested as a non-invasive diagnostic 

criteria for heart failure to replace pulmonary capillary wedge pressure (119). However, 
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our model indicates that interstitial parameters, known to vary with high pulmonary 

artery blood pressure (44, 107, 264), play a significant role in modifying pulmonary 

interstitial pressure, irrespective of total blood volume (Fig. 11). In normal subjects, Pip 

is far more sensitive to changes in interstitial parameters (Ppp, Kfp and Rlp) than vascular 

parameters (Fig. 10). In subjects with heart failure, interstitial parameters continue to be 

the primary mediators of interstitial pressure (Fig. 11, Eqs. 26 and 27). Although the 

relative contribution of ventricular function (EElv) increases with incidence in HFpEF 

subjects (Fig. 11), interstitial parameters nonetheless have a far larger effect. Assessment 

of pulmonary edema is problematic (197), because pulmonary interstitial parameters 

(Rlp, Kfp, and DPp) vary greatly during heart failure (107, 249, 264), yet they are not 

measured in clinical settings (150, 197). Experimental expansion of blood volume to 

induce pulmonary edema raises pulmonary interstitial pressure without a concomitant 

increase in pulmonary capillary pressures (158). Clearly it is difficult to obtain accurate 

information about pulmonary fluid balance from vascular hemodynamic measurements. 

In fact, conventional treatments that focus solely on improving vascular hemodynamics 

may paradoxically increase morbidity and mortality (150). The present work provides 

justification and impetus to focus clinical research on the management of interstitial 

fluid balance parameters.  

 Limitations imposed by assuming simplified, linear, algebraic models. Although 

the two separate models which comprise this model have been previously validated (49), 

they share several limitations. First, they only include parameters that characterize 

mechanical properties, and exclude all feedback other than regulation of systemic 
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arterial pressure. Such a focus on mechanical properties is appropriate, since all 

regulatory feedback mechanisms that ensure homeostasis in pressures, flows, and 

volumes, act through changes in these model parameters. Second, although many other 

mechanisms impact blood pressures and flow such as left and right ventricular 

interaction (242), respiration (144), valve resistances (242), and posture (100), these 

effects were neglected to maintain model simplicity. Similarly, many other complexities 

can mediate pulmonary interstitial pressure and volume, such as muscular pumping of 

lymphatic return (210), the location of collecting lymphatics (8), and shifts of fluid from 

intracellular compartments (289), but these were also neglected. Third, although our 

model is focused on interstitial pressures in chronic timescales, we do not include 

adaptation of parameter values characterizing microvascular filtration or lymphatic 

function. Our algebraic model can accommodate chronic changes in these properties by 

altering parameter values when more information becomes available, much like cardiac 

parameter values were altered to model heart failure phenotypes (Fig. 11). Taken 

together, these simplifications allow linear, algebraic solutions for our model. Additions 

to the model could be made to increase complexity, and perhaps its accuracy. Feedback 

mechanisms could be introduced, the pulmonary interstitial compartment can be split 

into three compartments, and nonlinear equations could replace the linear equations 

(Eqs. C1-C15). However, each of these additions come at the expense of increasing 

complexity and decreasing clarity (216), especially if they require numerical evaluation. 

The assumed simple, linear model equations enable derivation of algebraic formulas that 

provide unique capabilities absent in numerically-evaluated computational models.  
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Limitations of assuming an average pulmonary interstitial pressure. It is well-

established that pulmonary capillary pressures decrease vertically with lung height (260). 

Conventionally, pulmonary capillary pressures are characterized for three distinct three 

zones (195, 284). Our model assumes a single lumped pulmonary interstitial 

compartment. Studies of pulmonary interstitial pressures are conflicting, with some 

indicating that interstitial pressures vary in each zone  (159, 260), while others indicate a 

distribution independent of height (15, 22). Detailed measurements throughout the lungs 

have revealed that interstitial pressure can have a slight vertical and horizontal pressure 

gradient as the lung expands and distance from the venules increases (129). The 

pulmonary interstitial compartment could be split into three or more zones to account for 

spatial distribution of pulmonary interstitial pressures, which could accommodate spatial 

variation of microvascular filtration coefficients (160). However, by assuming that 

interstitial pressure decreases linearly from the top of the lung to the bottom (260), we 

calculated that the average pulmonary interstitial pressure from the three zones closely 

approximates the pulmonary interstitial pressure predicted when assuming a lumped 

compartment (results not shown). Although pulmonary edema in humans is known to 

occur more commonly in the basal areas with acute onset of heart failure (157), studies 

in animal models indicate that pulmonary edema forms first around the small vessels of 

the lungs (129). Once established, cardiogenic pulmonary edema manifests with diffuse 

distribution throughout the lungs (41), suggesting pressure zones play little role in 

pulmonary edema after its initial onset.  
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Limitations of characterizing systemic arterial pressure as a constant for chronic 

conditions. Mathematical models of physiological systems must determine which 

properties are constant, and which variables (38). Most conventional cardiovascular 

models assume that systemic arterial pressure is a variable, and that all mechanical 

properties, including blood volume, are constant parameters (13, 100, 267, 270). With 

pressure homeostasis, acute feedback acts primarily through the baroreflex, while over 

the course of hours to days, homeostasis is achieved primarily through changes in blood 

volume (142). To address systemic arterial pressure regulation, investigators have added 

additional equations to the minimal closed-loop model to represent the effect of the 

baroreflex (144) or renal function (9). However, this approach requires numerical 

solution and expansion of parameters, many of which must be assumed since they have 

not been experimentally measured (271). When averaged over the time scale of days, 

mean systemic arterial pressure remains relatively constant compared to blood and or 

extracellular volumes (142). Therefore, to capture the effect of pressure homeostasis, we 

treat systemic arterial pressure (Psa) as a constant and volume (V) is treated as a variable. 

This assumption imposes its own limitations. Our solutions do not characterize the effect 

of acute perturbations.  Furthermore, although compartments in our model are coupled, 

perturbations to vascular or cardiac parameters affect pulmonary interstitial pressure, but 

perturbations of interstitial parameters do not affect the blood pressures or cardiac 

output. This prevents the application of our model to acute conditions in which 

interstitial parameters impact how interstitial fluid volume can shift into the blood 

compartments during hemorrhage, shock, or exercise.  
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Limitations of characterizing effective lymphatic resistance with a single 

parameter.  Perhaps one of the more important limitations of the present work is that we 

employed a lymphatic system model (49) that assumes pulmonary lymph flow as a 

function of hydrostatic pressure gradient between the pulmonary interstitium (Pip) and 

the systemic venous pressure (Psv). According to the Drake-Laine equation (130), lymph 

flow is equally sensitive to Pip and Psv, although studies by Gabel et al. (54) indicate that 

lymph flow in unanesthetized animals is much less sensitive to outlet pressure (i.e., Pip) 

than inlet pressure. This differential sensitivity to inlet pressure was reproduced by 

Nguyen et al. (174), who reported that networks of pumping lymphangions can be 

described by a lumped model that is a modification of Eq. 4. Briefly, Rlp represents an 

“outlet resistance” (Rout) that mediates the effect of Psv on lymph flow, and a new “inlet 

resistance” (Rin) was added that that mediates the effect of Pip on lymph flow. Assuming 

that Rin is much greater than Rout reproduces the observed differential sensitivity of 

lymph flow to changes in Pip and Psv. This modified lumped model, when fully 

developed, could be incorporated in the present approach to characterizing the 

mechanical determinants of pulmonary interstitial pressure. It was not incorporated, 

since parameter values have not yet been established. Nonetheless, the effects of such a 

modification can be identified. Because pulmonary interstitial pressure is already 

particularly sensitive to Rlp (Fig. 10) and RlpKfp (Fig. 11), it is likely Rlp and the 

nondimensional term RinKfp would become a dominant determinants of pulmonary 

interstitial pressure. This modification may also change the degree of coupling between 

the pulmonary interstitial space and the cardiovascular system. However, the value of 
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Rout would best be characterized by Rlp used in the current model, since Rlp was 

measured specifically by changing lymphatic outlet pressure.  

Limitations of assuming a constant oncotic pressure difference. The oncotic 

pressure difference (∆ΠV) decreases with hemodilution (69), interstitial fluid dilution 

(282), or changes in the microvascular reflection coefficient (282). An increase in 

microvascular fluid flow with elevated capillary pressure causes decreases in interstitial 

protein concentration (61). The increased oncotic pressure gradient would tend towards a 

decrease in interstitial pressure, if all other parameters were assumed constant. If this 

were the case, then Pip would be overestimated in our model if it interstitial oncotic 

pressure were not appropriately adjusted.  However, studies are conflicting on whether 

interstitial colloid osmotic pressure is decreased as much as hypothesized because of 

protein “wash-down”  (253). Decreasing oncotic pressure acutely has a direct effect on 

the pulmonary volume in isolated lung preparations (69). Although according to the 

Starling-Landis equation, an increase in colloid osmotic pressure should predict an 

increase in extravascular lung water, clinically, the correlation is low (2). In addition, 

studies indicate that formation of pulmonary edema is influenced by increased interstitial 

pressure, but not by colloid osmotic pressure (62, 198). Hara et al. reported that even 

large changes in the plasma colloid osmotic pressure had no significant effect on 

interstitial volume and caused only a modest increase in lymph flow (96). Measurements 

of the oncotic pressure gradient are also conflicting with chronic heart failure. In patients 

with HFrEF, pulmonary colloid osmotic pressures were slightly higher than normal 

(176), while another study found slightly lower than normal colloid osmotic pressures in 
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HFpEF and HFrEF phenotypes (6). Fauchald et al. reported a slight increase in the 

colloid osmotic pressure gradient in patients in compensated heart failure (61). Thus, 

colloid osmotic pressure appears to be maintained at relatively constant levels on a 

chronic time scale. Therefore, we assumed the oncotic pressure gradient was constant. 

To deal with this limitation, we could describe the oncotic pressure gradient relationship 

with a piecewise linear function, adjusting the value with high microvascular filtration, 

similar to taking a piece-wise linear relationship to characterize the end-diastolic 

pressure-volume relationship (Fig. 8F). However, such a treatment would introduce 

more unknown parameters. In more extreme situations where the oncotic pressure 

gradient would be expected to exhibit large changes, such as with protein losing 

enteropathy (259), the new protein concentrations could be numerically calculated from 

the lymph flow as in Dongaonkar et al. (49). The main limitation of assuming a constant 

oncotic pressure gradient in chronic heart failure is that the relative sensitivity to 

parameters in Fig. 11 may need to be adjusted if DPp is found to differ significantly with 

chronic heart failure.   

Model predicts pressures within measured ranges, and reproduces clinically-

observed behaviors. Although blood pressures and cardiac output have been well-

characterized for normal subjects and various types of heart failure, measurements of the 

pulmonary interstitial pressures in humans are rare. In fact, the conventional gold 

standard for assessing pulmonary edema, pulmonary capillary wedge pressure, is a poor 

approximation of interstitial pressure (279), and has been reported to be an inadequate 

indicator of pulmonary congestion (158, 279). However, although we lack the data to 
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characterize human parameters, parameters governing interstitial fluid balance have been 

characterized in animal models (49). Applying analytical, non-dimensional solutions 

allows us to validate model predictions using canine parameters (Table 3). Although not 

directly validated for humans, the use of nondimensional parameters (Fig. 11), many of 

which are recognized as allometric invariants across mammalian species, provides a 

degree of generality to the validation. Furthermore, nondimensionalization had an 

additional benefit of decreasing the degrees of freedom (i.e., there are five fewer 

nondimensional parameters than the individual model parameters). Parameters that are 

not reported for humans, such as Kfp and Rlp, become a single unknown dimensionless 

parameter (Ri) that may be relatively constant mammalian species. Despite the inability 

to validate specific predictions for human subjects, basic clinical observations can be 

matched to our predictions for two heart failure phenotypes. For example, our model 

predicts that ∆opn (i.e., ∆ΠV/Psa) becomes more significant in HFrEF (Eq. 26). Clinically, 

decreased colloid osmotic pressure has been shown to be linked to survival in patients 

with acute heart failure (283). Our results are supported by the fact that systolic 

dysfunction is frequently present without increased congestion (215), while HFpEF is 

much more likely to develop pulmonary congestion. Second, our model predicts 

unstressed left ventricular volume (∆Volv) will play a large role in HFpEF. Clinically, we 

find that HFpEF patients are much more likely to exhibit an increase in ventricular 

volume (47), and HFpEF patients are more sensitive to circulating blood volume (47). 

The particular strength of algebraic formula is that they can predict trends when 
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parameters are perturbed, even when particular parameter values are poorly 

characterized.  

Future research can be guided by model results. Although research on 

pulmonary edema is recognized as vital to decrease mortality rates (73), our model 

results highlight a fundamental problem: little research has focused specifically on the 

pulmonary lymphatic function, perhaps because its impact on pulmonary interstitial 

pressure has not been estimated. Most studies of heart failure focus on the vascular 

system (80), a perspective that is becoming recognized as inadequate (150), or focus on 

quantifying pulmonary interstitial volume (73, 300). The few studies which do focus on 

interstitial parameters measure capillary permeability to proteins (249, 266) or water 

(262, 264), but not the parameters characterizing lymphatic pressure-flow relationships. 

With the lack of knowledge of such critical parameters available to create and validate 

models, results of numerical models of the interstitium are particularly suspect. 

Nonetheless, our model suggests a focus for future research must include the 

quantification of Rlp, Kfp, and ∆Pp, which are primary determinants pulmonary 

interstitial pressure (Fig. 11). With normal renal function, pulmonary interstitial 

compliance (Cp), pulmonary volume (Vp), and unstressed volume (Vop) do not affect 

pulmonary interstitial pressure in equilibrium (Eq. 13). Although acute changes in Pip are 

affected by Vop and Cp, they are irrelevant in timescales where blood and extracellular 

volumes vary to regulate systemic arterial pressure (49). Furthermore, Pip is the 

fundamental variable responsible for alveolar flooding (158). Increased fluid volume is 

the primary factor used to characterize pulmonary congestion (73), yet edema is 
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primarily a symptom of elevated interstitial pressures. Compounding the lack of critical 

research is the fact that Kfp and Rlp appear to be synergistic (Ri, Fig. 11), but are studied 

in isolation (262, 266). Perhaps measurement of edemagenic gain (50), incorporating the 

combined parameter (KfpRlp), would provide a novel approach. In addition, although 

pulmonary congestion can lead to morbidity in subjects with HFpEF and HFrEF (65), 

significant differences and responses to treatment exist between the two phenotypes (25, 

124, 230). Effective therapies are particularly lacking for patients with HFpEF (65, 105), 

and research is inhibited by a lack of animal models of HFpEF (65). Application of our 

model may suggest new approach to focusing research in heart failure. For example, 

lymphatic pump pressure (Ppp) has little impact on Pip in HFpEF (Eq. 15), and increases 

in Emaxlv or decreases in Eminlv have little effect on Pip when Kfp is elevated. Taken 

together, our model highlights gaps in current knowledge which may not have been 

recognized as worthy of study.  
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4. ARTERIOLAR ADAPTATION TO PULSATILITY 

 

4.1 Background 

Complex interactions govern microvascular structure and function. Because 

arterioles in the microvasculature are the site of most hemodynamic resistance, they play 

a vital role in ensuring that the blood supply matches tissue demand. Although local 

microvascular blood flow is largely uncoupled from the regulation of global 

hemodynamics (58), two main complexities arise in arteriolar networks. First, blood 

pressures and flows in a particular arteriole depend on the mechanical properties of 

adjacent vessels in the arteriolar network. When an arteriole radius changes, it alters the 

pressures and flows in its neighboring vessels as well as its own. Second, any change in 

blood pressure or flow affects vascular wall stress and endothelial shear stress, the two 

main mechanical stimuli governing chronic changes in vessel wall thickness and lumen 

radius (239). Endothelial shear stress, the frictional force imposed by blood flowing past 

the endothelium, in particular is well-established as an adaptive stimulus that determines 

chronic baseline arteriolar radii (204, 239). Whereas the field of biomechanics has 

focused on how vascular structure affects vascular mechanical stresses (29, 297), the 

field of mechanobiology has focused on how vascular mechanical stresses affect 

vascular structure (3, 143). The interaction of the biomechanics and mechanobiology 

ultimately determines the equilibrium radii in a vessel (173). Adaptation of 

microvascular structure is thus quite complex, even when restricting focus to growth and 

remodeling of an arteriolar network. 
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Although arterioles are believed to adapt solely to mean blood pressures and 

flows, significant pulsatility reaches the microvessels. Mean and pulsatile pressures and 

flows are governed by different mechanical properties. Whereas mean pressures and 

flows are mediated by vessel geometry and blood viscosity (i.e., vascular resistance), 

pulsatile pressures and flows are also mediated by vascular compliance and blood 

density (298). Given the high resistance of the microvasculature, investigators assumed 

only steady flow reached the microcirculation prior to development of advanced 

measurement techniques (115, 225). Pulsatile pressures in the microvasculature have 

since been measured, ranging from 4-15 mmHg (70, 111, 240, 303). Although relatively 

low compared to mean pressures, pulsatility originating from cardiac contractions can be 

transmitted completely through the microvasculature to reach the venous side (141, 233, 

240). Interest in the pulsatile component of endothelial shear stress (typically 

characterized by the difference in maximum and minimum values) has gained attention 

as it became clear that endothelial cells respond differently when exposed to pulsatile 

flow (293). Acute decreases in pulsatile flow in vivo cause constriction and decreased 

perfusion by the microvasculature (115). It is well-established that chronic exposure to 

different levels of mean endothelial shear stress are linked to nitric oxide expression 

(32), and influence vessel adaptation (123, 217). Pulsatile shear stress has been 

implicated as an adaptive mechanism in the large arteries (173). However, experimental 

reports of arteriolar responses to pulsatility are limited. 

Chronic exposure to decreased pulsatility in vivo leads to changes in 

microvascular structure and function. Studies comparing the effect of pulsatile and mean 
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flow on the microvasculature are conflicting. With a decrease in pulsatility, some studies 

report a decrease in microvascular perfusion or end-organ function (10, 46, 125, 182, 

234, 235), while others found no difference (58, 212, 280). Prolonged decreases in 

pulsatility, however, can increase microvascular resistance (180) and alterations in 

microvascular structure (46), which has been attributed to decreases in pulsatile 

endothelial shear stress (166). Chronic decreases in pulsatile blood flow arise in multiple 

conditions: implantation of continuous-flow ventricular-assist devices (92, 243), Fontan 

circulations (101) and heart failure (294). Although decreased pulsatility may have 

minimal effects in large conductance arteries (58), a number of clinically-relevant 

microvascular malformations are associated with decreased pulsatility (42, 46, 101, 

180). Several hypotheses have been advanced to explain the microvascular abnormalities 

such as changes in the circulating von Willebrand factor (43) or unmasking of 

subclinical arteriovenous malformations (11). However, microvessels are known to 

adapt to mechanical forces, and pulsatile shear stress is a major component of the 

mechanical forces acting on vessels (239). In addition, pulsatile flow can augment peak 

endothelial shear stress (168).  

Models of chronic adaptation of the microcirculation are limited. Although 

several chronic studies exist of nonpulsatile circulations (46, 263, 302), they do not 

report changes in microvascular mechanical stresses. Because the mechanical stresses 

implicated in chronic adaption are difficult to measure in vivo in the microvasculature, 

studies have been limited to large conductance arteries (7, 190). In addition, 

experimental approaches are inadequate to characterize the independent processes that 
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alter mechanical forces (17). Biomechanical stresses are inherently linked with 

mechanobiological responses in vivo (239). Just isolating the response of one stress in 

vivo is difficult at best (275). Chronic culture of vessels, especially of microvessels, has 

had limited success (17, 299). Taken together, the multiple challenges of both in vivo 

and in vitro approaches have led investigators to resort to using mathematical models to 

study microvascular networks (93, 206). Investigators have developed mathematical 

models based on realistic microvascular structures to demonstrate network 

hemodynamics (193, 202). Despite notable exceptions (29, 67, 79, 193), most studied 

only steady flow (45, 78, 108, 112, 141, 177, 199), and most models of adapting 

microvascular networks assume vascular stress set points for vessel adaptation (93, 112, 

117, 200), which may have limited physiological justification (173). Nonetheless, such 

modeling approaches have identified a central role for shear stress in determining the 

radii of arterioles in a network (205). Although adaptation of the large elastic arteries to 

pulsatile endothelial shear stress was modeled (173), pulsatile flows and pressures 

behave differently in the microcirculation. Blood inertia plays a negligible role (67), and 

resistance plays a relatively large role (67). The effect of structural adaptation to 

pulsatile endothelial shear stress in the microcirculation has yet to be modeled. 

Therefore, our purpose is to test the hypothesis that adaptation of arterioles to pulsatile 

endothelial shear stress can enhance structural stability of an arteriolar network, and 

decreasing pulsatility can increase peripheral resistance, cause rarefaction, and lead to 

arteriovenous shunts.   
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4.2 Methods 

Mean endothelial shear stress in an arterial segment. When expressed in terms 

of the difference in inlet and outlet pressure, endothelial shear stress is a function of 

lumen radius (r) and vessel length (l). Although usually derived for the special case of 

steady blood flow, it applies for calculation of mean shear stress (𝜏), 

𝜏 = 𝑃LM − 𝑃Jne
N
oI

 ,  (28) 

where 𝑃LM and 𝑃Jne are the mean inlet and outlet pressures, respectively (298). For a 

constant pressure gradient imposed in vitro, endothelial shear stress increases linearly 

with vessel radius. Although 𝑃LM can be set experimentally in vivo, 𝑃Jne is variable 

depending on the “load resistance” formed by the downstream vascular network (dotted 

box, Fig. 14A). The downstream load resistance (RL) can be characterized by a single 

parameter (Fig. 14B). As detailed elsewhere (93, 211), if the vessel segment has a 

resistance (R) and is terminated with a network resistance RL, 𝜏 depends on the total 

pressure difference across the vascular network (∆𝑃),  

𝜏 = ∆𝑃 N
oI

1 − %p
%p/%

. (29) 

When R is characterized by Poiseuille’s Law, the ratio of a mean pressure gradient and 

mean flow (𝑄) becomes,  

𝑅 = :123:(qr
s

= tuI
vNw

 ,  (30) 

which is a function of r, l, and blood viscosity (𝜇).  
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Figure 14. A single vessel adapting in a network can be represented with a network 

pressure gradient (DP) and a combined downstream load for both mean 
and pulsatile pressures and flows. A) Hemodynamics in a vessel can be 
calculated by assuming an inlet pressure (Pin) and calculating the output 
pressure (Pout) of a single vessel. The network vessels downstream of the 
vessel (dashed box) can be combined into a single terminating load (RL). 
B) For mean pressures (𝑃LM, 𝑃Jne, ∆𝑃), the downstream vessels can be 
represented by a terminating resistance (RL).  The vessel radius is 
assumed to adapt in response to changes in mean shear (𝜏). C) For 
pulsatile pressures (𝑃LM, 𝑃Jne, ∆𝑃), the downstream vessels are 
represented by a dynamic load (ZL) that depends on the frequency of the 
pulsatile pressure. The vessel radius is assumed to adapt in response to 
changes in pulsatile shear (𝜏).  

 
 
 

The value of 𝜏 then can be approximated from Eq. 29 when R is relatively small or large: 

𝜏 ≈
𝑄 yu
vNz

	   , 𝑅 ≪ 𝑅|
∆𝑃 N

oI
, 𝑅 ≫ 𝑅|

. (31) 

When the radius of the vessel is large (and thus R is small), 𝑄 is relatively constant, and 

𝜏 decreases with radius. However, when the radius of the vessel is small (and thus R is 

large), then ∆𝑃 becomes relatively constant, and 𝜏 increases with radius. As described 
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elsewhere (211), mean endothelial shear stress exhibits a maximum 𝜏GDH	  at a radius 

𝑟GDH, 

𝑟GDH =
tu|
�v%p

B y
   𝜏GDH = Δ𝑃 o�u

�BovIz%p

B y
   . (32) 

Normalized mean shear stress (𝜏�), i.e. with 𝑟� = 𝑟 𝑟GDH and 𝜏� = 𝜏 𝜏GDH, can then be 

expressed in a very general form,  

𝜏� = yN�

�/N�w
 . (33) 

This normalized form of endothelial shear stress is particularly useful to characterize 

arterioles with disparate sizes within an arteriolar network, and provides a means to 

identify similarities in responses to changes in radii.  

Approximation of endothelial shear stress in a vessel segment. In contrast to 

characterizing mean shear stress, characterizing the pulsatile shear stress (𝜏) in a vessel 

is significantly more challenging (Fig. 14C). First, 𝜏 is a function of time, since both 

inlet pressure (𝑃LM) and outlet pressure (𝑃Jne) are pulsatile. Following convention for 

characterizing pulsatile hemodynamics (298), pulsatile pressure and pulsatile shear stress 

are defined with mean values (i.e., 𝑃LM, 𝑃Jne, 𝜏) subtracted. The second complication 

arising from characterizing 𝜏 is that pulsatile pressures and flows are also impacted by 

vascular compliance (C), the change in volume for a given change in transmural 

pressure, as well as blood inertia (298). The relative contribution of blood inertia in the 

microvasculature, however, is small relative to the effect of resistance due to blood 

viscosity (67, 79). As detailed in Appendix E, in the special case that the effect of blood 

inertia is negligible, 𝜏 in the microvasculature degenerates into a simpler form, 
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𝜏 = 𝑃LM − 𝑃Jne
N
oI

 . (34) 

The third complication arising from characterizing 𝜏 is that 𝑃LM and 𝑃Jne may not rise 

and fall simultaneously. As the heart ejects blood volume into the arterial system, it 

creates pulses that travel toward the peripheral vessels. There is a time delay as the 

pressure pulse travels from the inlet of a vessel to its outlet. Furthermore, a portion of the 

forward-traveling pressure pulse can be reflected back towards the heart at a branch 

point (298), further impacting the temporal difference between 𝑃LM and 𝑃Jne. Although 

pulsatile pressures and flow can be predicted with a high degree of accuracy using the 

full Navier-Stokes equations characterizing conservation of momentum, the standard 

transmission line equations (i.e., one-dimensional characterizations) are nonetheless 

effective approximations, and have been used to characterize hemodynamics in multiple 

microcirculatory networks (67, 72, 79, 193). Appendix E details the use of these 

equations to calculate of the pressure difference (𝑃LM − 𝑃Jne) across a vessel segment 

embedded in a vascular network (Fig. 14C) that incorporates the effects of pulse wave 

propagation and reflection. Substituting Eq. E14 into Eq. 34,  

𝜏 = Δ𝑃 ∙ N
oI

1 − 	  �p
	  �p ����

<
�(
/�( ����

<
�(

. (35) 

Unlike 𝜏 (Eq. 29), 𝜏 depends on the pulsatile pressure gradient across the whole network 

(Δ𝑃), as well as two quantities that are standard for pulsatile hemodynamics—the load 

impedance (ZL) and the characteristic impedance (Zo). Unlike RL, ZL is the ratio of 

pulsatile pressure to pulsatile flow into a vascular network. The characteristic 

impedance, Zo, is the ratio of pulsatile pressure to pulsatile flow in a vessel segment in 
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the absence of pulse wave reflection. As detailed in Appendix E, when the effects of 

blood inertia are negligible, Zo (Eq. E8) becomes a function of R, C, and the frequency 

(𝜔) of the oscillatory pressures and flows, 

𝑍J =
%
L�R%

. (36) 

Notably, the value Zo depends on C, R and 𝜔 in microvessels (79), and is also a complex 

function of frequency, which contains the imaginary number i (i.e., 𝑖 = −1). This is 

very different from Zo for large conductance vessels, which depend primarily on effects 

of blood inertia and vessel compliance (298). 

Characterizing the load impedance in a microvascular network. Whereas the 

load impedance formed by a network of arteries can be characterized by a two- or three-

element Windkessel (286), the microvasculature requires a different characterization 

(68). As detailed in Appendix F, the load impedance of a microvascular network, ZL, can 

be adequately approximated by 1 𝑖 multiplied by the magnitude of the load 

impedance, |ZL|. Furthermore, |ZL| can be approximated by some constant k multiplied by 

the characteristic impedance of the subsequent downstream vessel (ZoL). As a result, the 

load impedance formed by a microvascular network can have a relatively simple form, 

𝑍| ≈
B
L
𝑍| ≈ �

L
𝑍J|  . (37) 

To illustrate the ability of Eq. 37 to approximate the dynamic load formed by the 

microvascular network, it was plotted concurrently with the calculated load impedance 

of a distributed microvascular network (Appendix E). 
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Approximation of the magnitude of pulsatile shear stress in a vessel segment. The 

pulsatile shear stress characterized by Eq. 35 is a complex function of time. Therefore, it 

was quantified by its magnitude ( 𝜏	   ), defined as the maximum minus the minimum 

value. The value of 𝜏	    was calculated from Eqs. 35-37 following standard approaches 

for taking the magnitude of a complex function. To simplify a rather complex result (not 

shown), a first-degree Taylor series polynomial was calculated for the case that the 

characteristic impedance (Zo, Eq. 36) was high. Then the maximum shear stress 𝜏GDH  

at a particular radius 𝑟GDH was calculated in terms of vascular properties. To compare to 

mean shear stress (Eq. 29), pulsatile endothelial shear stress was normalized so that 

𝜏′ = 𝜏 𝜏GDH and 𝑟′ = 𝑟 𝑟GDH. To illustrate graphically, a vessel segment (vessel 

#23) was assumed from Salotto et al. (226) with a load and input impedance calculated 

for bifurcating microvascular network described below. Angular frequency (𝜔) was 

assumed to be equal to heart rate (1/sec) and dynamic viscosity equal to 0.03 g/cm-s. 

The magnitude of input pressure for both the pulsatile and mean solutions was assumed 

to be 12.5 mmHg. Both 𝜏  and 𝜏	  were plotted as a function of radius. To illustrate 

effects of imposed pressures and loads formed by the downstream network, 𝜏  was 

plotted with 30% increases in Δ𝑃  and 𝑍| , and 𝜏 was plotted with 30% increases in ∆𝑃 

and RL. Normalized shear stress ( 𝜏′ ) was also plotted as a function of normalized radius 

(𝑟′) for comparison purposes. The percent error was calculated for both the 

approximated magnitude of shear stress 𝜏	   	  and normalized shear stress 𝜏′ 	  compared to 

the magnitude of shear stress characterized by the full solution (Eq. 35) with a load 

calculated from the bifurcating network. 
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Adaptation to pulsatile endothelial shear stress. To characterize adaptation of 

vessel radius, it was assumed that the stimulus was sensitive to the magnitude of 

pulsatile shear stress ( 𝜏 ),  

𝑟 = 𝑟J + 𝛼 𝜏	   ,   (38) 

with radius being determined by the zero-intercept radius (ro) and the sensitivity (a). As 

the magnitude of pulsatile shear increases, the radius increases. This assumption was 

similar to Nguyen et al. (173), who modeled adaptation of large conductance arteries to 

changes pulsatile endothelial shear stress. To better characterize adaptation in vessels in 

different parts of a network, this adaptive rule was expressed in terms of normalized 

radius (i.e., r/rmax), 

𝑟′ = 𝑟J� + 𝛼′ 𝜏	  ′ .   (39) 

To maintain consistency, ro and	  𝛼 were similarly normalized,  

𝑟J� =
N(

N,-.
       𝛼′ = �

�,-. N,-.
. (40) 

Whereas the shear-radius relationship in Eq. 35 is a characterization of biomechanics 

(i.e., the effect of structure on mechanical forces), the shear-radius in Eq. 38 is a 

characterization of mechanobiology (i.e., the effect of mechanical forces on structure).  

 Graphically characterizing the interaction of biomechanics and mechanobiology. 

To illustrate how the adaptation process characterized by Eq. 39 interacts with the 

hemodynamics governing pulsatile endothelial shear stress in a vessel, a graphical 

balance point was constructed. First, an approximated value of 𝜏	  ′  arising from 

hemodynamics (i.e., biomechanics) was plotted as a function of 𝑟′. Second, the adaptive 

response characterized by Eq. 39 (i.e., mechanobiology) was plotted with 𝑟′ on the 
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abscissa and 𝜏	  ′  on the ordinate. For illustrative purposes, 𝛼� and 𝑟J� were assigned 

values of 15 and -6.2, respectively. The intersection of the two plots represents 

equilibrium. To illustrate whether vessels grow or regress following a perturbation (e.g., 

by a change in inlet pressure), arrows were added in accordance with the following 

stability analysis.   

 
 
 

  
 
Figure 15. Vessels in series and parallel with radii adapting to pulsatile shear stress 

with dynamic loads (ZL) that simulate the pulsatile pressure-flow 
relationships into a downstream arterial network. A) Simultaneous 
adaptation of the radius of vessel 1 (r1) to pulsatile shear stress 𝜏B, and the 
radius of vessel 2 (r2) adapts to pulsatile shear stress 𝜏o. B) Similarly, the 
radii (rd1, rd2) of two vessels in parallel (Daughter 1, Daughter 2) 
simultaneously adapt to shear in each vessel (𝜏�B, 𝜏�o). 
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Endothelial shear stress in parallel and series vessels. Bifurcating networks can 

be assumed to be composed of multiple combinations of two vessels in series and two 

vessels in parallel. Therefore, two simple configurations of vessels were used to examine 

network behavior: 1) two vessels in series (Fig. 15A) with a terminal load (ZL1), and 2) a 

vessel bifurcating into two vessels in parallel (Fig. 15B), each with a terminal load (ZL1 

and ZL2). The same approximations for 𝜏	  ′  applied to the single vessel in Fig. 14C were 

applied to both vessel configurations. 

Stability analysis. To determine stability of equilibria, both mean and pulsatile 

endothelial shear stress were calculated for each vessel configuration illustrated in Figs. 

14 and 15: a single vessel, two vessels in series and two vessels in parallel. When a 

particular vessel is not in equilibrium, there is a difference in the instantaneous shear-

radius relationship and the chronic shear-radius relationship. The difference between the 

current radius (𝑟�) and the expected radius it would have after adaptation (𝑟J� + 𝛼′ 𝜏	  ′ ) 

can be quantified as, 

∆𝑟′ = 𝑟J� + 𝛼′ 𝜏	  ′ − 𝑟�.  (41) 

Stability of each of the vessel configurations was examined in three ways. First, stability 

was determined mathematically using standard linear stability analysis. Assuming that 

∆𝑟′ is equal to zero at equilibrium, and vessel parameters are positive and real, the 

Jacobian matrix (188) can be found for each system of equations for each vessel 

configuration (Figs. 14 and 15) by applying the partial derivative of ∆𝑟′ 𝑟′  for each 

radius,  

�∆N�

�N�
. (42) 
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Evaluating the matrix at the equilibrium points, linear stability is assumed if the real 

parts of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix are less than zero (93). Second, vector 

plots of the change in radius were graphed for 𝜏′  in the two parallel vessels (Fig. 14C) 

by plotting Eq. 41 for each radius. First, a vessel segment with properties equivalent to 

vessel #23 from Salotto et al. (226) was assumed. All parameters were held constant 

except downstream load, which influences the normalized values of 𝛼� and 𝑟J�. Two 

separate plots were created, one representing parallel vessels with relatively large 

downstream loads, and one with relatively small downstream loads. Selected�𝛼� and 𝑟J� 

values for the large downstream load were 15 and -4.7, respectively, and for the small 

downstream load were 15 and -0.3, each chosen to permit illustrative graphs showing 

stability behavior. Third, the range of values of ∆𝑃 and ZL that yield stable radii for both 

vessels in parallel (Fig. 15B) were approximated and plotted. To characterize how 

stability is different in two different-sized vessels, lengths and compliances of two 

vessels from Salotto et al. (226) were assumed (vessel #23 and #27), and each were 

assigned a load impedance calculated for the bifurcating microvascular network 

described below. Angular frequency (𝜔) was assumed to be equal to heart rate (1/sec) 

and dynamic viscosity equal to 0.03 g/cm-s. Inlet pressure magnitude was assumed to be 

12.5 mmHg. 

Pulsatile hemodynamics in a microvascular network model. To investigate the 

adaptive behavior in a spatially-distributed arteriolar network with realistic mechanical 

properties, a simple bifurcating tree with five levels was assumed. To simplify, no 

collateral vessels were included. Values used for simulation of the microvasculature are 
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reported in Table 5. Structural parameters for each of the vessels (CT, RT, l) were 

calculated from measured arterioles (226). Because perfectly symmetrical networks can 

exhibit artificial stability (203), a 10% increase in  CT and RT for each parallel vessel pair 

was introduced. Density (r) was assumed equal to 1.05 g/cm3.  

 
 
 

Vessel 
Level 

Original 
Radii (µm), 

(226) 

Vessel Resistance 
(mmHg*s/cm3), 

(226) 

Vessel Compliance 
(cm3/mmHg),  

(226) 

ZL 
(mmHg*s/cm3) 

A 50 5.5*107 1.04*10-11 - 
B 29 3.24*108 7.2*10-12 - 
C 18 1.45e*109 7.41*10-12 - 
D 10 7.64*109 7.34*10-12 - 
E 5 4.89*1010 2.5*10-13 (1+i )*102  

Table 5. Network parameters used in simulations. Parameters were calculated with 
data (vessels #23-27) from Salotto et. al. (226). Asymmetry in the 
bifurcating tree was introduced (a 10% increase in CT and RT for each 
parallel vessel pair) to allow instabilities to manifest. Terminal load ZL 
was calculated to reproduce measured mean pressures and flows.  

 
 
 

The magnitude of inlet pulsatile and mean flow was assumed to be 1.2*10-5 and 

2.59*10-5 cm3/s respectively, in accordance with mean (79) and pulsatile (70) flows 

reported for vessels with radius approximately 50 µm. Vessels were terminated with a 

load impedance to simulate downstream capillaries and veins (68). Values of the 

terminal loads were adjusted to most closely replicate measured values of mean shear, 

flow, and pressures as determined by vessel diameter throughout the vessel tree (79). As 

detailed in Appendix E, pressures and flows were modeled using the transmission line 

equations for a thick-walled, linearly elastic vessel assuming Newtonian blood behavior. 
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Radial velocities, rotational flow, body forces, and entrance phenomena are assumed to 

be negligible. Mean pressures and flows throughout the network were calculated 

according to Poiseuille’s Law (298). Dynamic viscosity (µ), which varies in arterioles 

due to the Fahreus-Lindqvist effect, was assumed to vary with radius according to the 

empirical descriptions of Pries et al. (201). The flow wave into the microcirculation was 

simulated based on data from a measured inlet flow wave in a mesenteric artery (252) 

and scaled until the mean flow and the inlet pulsatile pressure magnitude matched the 

measured values of 2.59*10-5 cm3/s and 12.5 mmHg, respectively.  

Adaptation to pulsatile and mean endothelial shear stress in microvascular 

network model. For the distributed arteriolar network, adaptation was assumed to be 

sensitive to both pulsatile (𝛼) and mean shear stress (𝛽)	  according to the equation below, 

𝑟 = 𝑟J + 𝛼 𝜏	   + 𝛽𝜏.   (43) 

Equation 43 allows adaptive responses to respond to differential changes in mean and 

pulsatile inlet flows.  

Iteratively calculating equilibrium endothelial shears and radii in a 

microvascular network model. To predict hemodynamic variables, stresses, and radii in 

an adapting arteriolar network, Eqs. E1-E5 were solved iteratively for 𝑄 and 𝑃, 𝜏 , and 

r. First, values of 𝑃 and 𝑄 for initial r values were calculated with Eqs. E1-E5. Pulsatile 

shear was then calculated according to Eq. 34 from radii and pressures. Then new values 

for radii in each vessel were then calculated according to Eq. 43. These steps were then 

repeated iteratively until radii reached a steady state, as determined by a change in of 

less than 0.001% from the previous iteration. Initial values for r were assigned to 1 mm 
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to limit initial parameters influence on the simulation. Adaptive parameters (a, ro) as 

well as blood (r, µ) and vascular (l, C) parameters had constant values throughout the 

simulation.  

Determining values for adaptive parameters. Because viable culture of vessels 

(especially microvessels) are difficult to sustain long enough to characterize responses to 

mechanical stimuli (17, 299), initial parameters characterizing adaptation of radii to 

endothelial shear stress (ro, a) were first estimated from the pulsatile-shear radius 

relationship of the modeled network. Then parameters ro and 𝛼 were refined using a 

gradient descent method (66). After best-fit values were obtained, the process was then 

repeated with ro and 𝛼 held constant to identify an optimal 𝛽. The resulting values 

for�a, 𝛽,	  and ro were 0.105 cm2/s2kg, 0.004 cm2/s2kg, and 6.36*10-7 cm, respectively. 

Effect of decreasing pulsatility on microvascular radii and peripheral resistance. 

To predict the effects of decreasing the pulsatile component of flow in an arteriolar 

network, the inlet flow (Qin) was separated into two components. To maintain mean flow 

(𝑄), the pulsatile flow (𝑄) was multiplied by a constant (𝛿) according to the equation 

below, 

𝑄LM = 	  𝑄 + 𝛿𝑄. (44) 

Decreases in pulsatility were simulated by decreasing (𝛿) from 1 to 0. Total network 

resistance (i.e., total peripheral resistance) was calculated according to standard methods 

(178) as inlet pulsatility decreased.  
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4.3 Results 

First-order approximation of pulsatile endothelial shear in a single vessel. 

Approximating the magnitude of pulsatile endothelial shear stress, 𝜏 , in a single vessel 

terminated by a load impedance (Fig. 14C), 

𝜏 ≈ Δ𝑃 N
oI
∙ %

%/ �p �/ o3o %∙ �p
 , (45) 

reveals it to be function of r, l, and R, much like Eq. 29.  However, unlike the formula 

for the mean shear stress (Eq. 29), 𝜏  is a function of the magnitude of the pulsatile 

pressure gradient, Δ𝑃 , and the magnitude of the downstream load, 𝑍| . Approximated 

shear (Eq. 45) was found to have less than 2% error from the full solution (Eq. 35) when 

radii were less than 200 µm and vessel resistance was three orders of magnitude less 

than downstream load. 

Comparison of pulsatile shear stress and mean shear stress in a single vessel. 

Figures 16A and 16B illustrate the comparison of mean and pulsatile shear stress in a 

single vessel as a function of radius. Both increase with the downstream load, and 

increase with the imposed pressure gradient. Both exhibit a peak shear at a particular 

radius. The peak magnitude of the pulsatile shear stress, 𝜏GDH , at a particular radius 

(𝑟GDH), however, depends on 𝑍|  and Δ𝑃.   

𝑟GDH ≈
y o �3B uI

�v �p

B y
  𝜏GDH ≈ Δ𝑃 o�u

t o B�/� � vIz �p

B y
 (46) 
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Figure 16. Effect of arteriolar network parameters on pulsatile (Eq. 45) and mean 

(Eq. 33) shear stress in a single vessel illustrated in Fig. 15 with 
parameters for vessel A in Table 3. A) Two network parameters 
determine the magnitude of pulsatile shear: the magnitude of pressure 
pulsatility ( ∆𝑃 ) and the magnitude of the downstream load (|ZL|). A 30% 
increase in |ZL| decreases pulsatile shear stress and shifts the peak to a 
lower radius. Increasing ∆𝑃  by 30% causes the curve to peak at a higher 
magnitude. B) Mean shear is lower in magnitude than pulsatile shear in 
the same vessel. However, increases in the two network parameters have 
the same effect, with a 30% increase in RL decreasing shear, and a 30% 
increase in ∆𝑃 increasing shear. C) Normalized pulsatile and mean 
endothelial shear stress approximated by Eqs. 33 and 50 exhibit the same 
behavior. Formulas for maximum pulsatile and mean shear 
( 𝜏GDH , 𝜏GDH) and radius (𝑟GDH, 𝑟GDH) are very similar, but depend on 
different parameters. 
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�,-.
�,-.

≈ 1.06 �:
�:

%p
�p

B y
           N,-.

N,-.
≈ 1.04 %p

�p

B y
. (47) 

The ratios in Eq. 47 imply that the term 2 − 2 𝑅 ∙ 𝑍|  is relatively small, and 

pulsatile endothelial shear can be further simplified, 

𝜏 ≈ Δ𝑃 N
oI

%
%/ �p

, (48) 

which bears a close functional similarity to Eq. 29. Equation 46 also simplifies further 

(illustrated in Fig. 16C). The simple approximation 𝜏  (Eq. 48) was found to have less 

than 8.75% percent error from the full solution (Eq. 35) at peak shear. The algebraic 

formula for 𝜏  approximated by the equation above becomes simpler in the extremes 

where the vessel resistance is either very low or very high,  

𝜏 ≈
�:
�p

∙ N%
oI
≈ 𝑄 yu

vNz
	   , 𝑅 ≪ 𝑍|

Δ𝑃 N
oI
,	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  𝑅 ≫ 𝑍|

. (49) 

Equation 49 thus recapitulates two common approximations for mean shear stress in the 

literature (211) when either an imposed blood flow or a pressure gradient is held 

constant (Eq. 31). Furthermore, the normalized magnitude of endothelial shear stress in 

Eq. 48 simplifies to, 

𝜏′ ≈ �
�,-.

= yN�

�/N�w
. (50) 

Figure 16C therefore illustrates that 𝜏′  and 𝜏 have the same functional form in terms of 

radius, although they are normalized by two different, independent factors ( Δ𝑃  and ZL 

versus Δ𝑃 and RL).  
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Figure 17. Balance point representation of the adaptation of radius to endothelial 

shear stress for a vessel terminated in a dynamic load (Fig. 1C). A) As 
radius increases, normalized endothelial shear stress first increases, and 
then decreases (Eq. 50). B) Adaptation of radius to pulsatile shear stress 
(Eq. 39) depends on parameters 𝑟J� and 𝛼�. C) The balance of the two 
relationships determines equilibrium shear stress (𝜏��B� , 𝜏��o� ) and radii 
(𝑟��B� , 𝑟��o� ). Arrows indicate how radius will change when the vessel is 
not in equilibrium. The smaller equilibrium radius (open circle), is 
unstable; radii smaller than 𝑟��B�  grow smaller and regress to zero. The 
larger equilibrium radius is stable; radii larger than  𝑟��B�  will grow larger 
or smaller until equilibrium is established at 𝑟��o� .   
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Figure 17.  Continued. 
 
 
  

Graphical illustration of balance point adaptation to pulsatile endothelial shear 

stress. Figure 17 characterizes the interaction of pulsatile endothelial shear stress (i.e., 

biomechanics) and the assumed adaptive response (i.e., mechanobiology) in a single 

microvessel. As radius increases, pulsatile endothelial shear stress (Eq. 50), exhibits a 

bimodal shape, first increasing and then decreasing (Fig. 17A). Following the adaptive 

rule characterized by Eq. 39, radius increases linearly with an increase in pulsatile 

endothelial shear stress (Fig. 17B). Equilibrium values of radii (𝑟��B� , 𝑟��o� ) and pulsatile 

endothelial shear stresses (𝜏��B� , 𝜏��o� ) result from the balance of these two opposing 

processes (circles, Fig. 17C). Note that although ‘set points’ are generally assumed for 

adaptation to endothelial shear stress in the microvasculature (93, 211, 236), our 

adaptive equation does not assume a set value of shear stress to which vessels must 

adapt. Instead, equilibrium values arise from the interaction of biomechanics and 

mechanobiology (i.e., Fig. 17C).  
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Stability of pulsatile endothelial shear adaptation in a single vessel in a network 

depends on initial radius. Two equilibrium points exist for a single vessel adapting to 𝜏′  

(Fig. 17C). Stability is only possible if the change in radius with adaptation (Eq. 41) 

provides negative feedback that returns radii to equilibrium after a perturbation. 

Applying linear stability analysis, the real parts of the eigenvalue of the Jacobian will 

always be negative at 𝑟��o� , and positive at 𝑟��B� , indicating that 𝑟��o�  is stable (solid circle, 

Fig. 17C) and 𝑟��B�  is unstable (open circle, Fig. 17C). If a perturbation makes the vessel 

radius smaller than 𝑟��B� , the vessel will regress to zero radius. If a perturbation makes 

the vessel radius larger than 𝑟��B� , the vessel radius will grow to 𝑟��o� . Growth and 

regression are indicated by the arrows on Fig. 17C. Therefore, adaptation in a single 

vessel with a constant load ZL will always be stable if initial radius is larger than 𝑟��B� .   

Two vessels in series adapting to pulsatile endothelial shear maintain stability. 

Two vessels in series behave similarly to a single vessel, with two equilibrium points 

existing for the two vessels (not shown). Both vessels regress to zero if below the 

smaller of their equilibrium radii (i.e., req1), and grow or decrease to the larger of their 

equilibrium radii (i.e., req2) if above req1. Applying linear stability analysis, req1 is found 

to always be unstable, and req2 is found to always be stable. Therefore, adaptation is 

stable for both vessels as long as initial radii are larger than req1.  
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Figure 18. Simultaneous adaptation of radii to pulsatile endothelial shear stress in 

two parallel vessels (Fig. 2B) exhibits conditional stability. Arrows 
indicate how radii change when vessels are not in equilibrium. A) 
Adaptation of two parallel vessels to endothelial shear stress forms four 
equilibrium points when downstream dynamic loads are relatively large. 
One equilibrium point (𝑟��o� , closed circle) is stable and three equilibria 
(𝑟��B� , 𝑟���� , and 𝑟��y� , open circles) are unstable. Therefore, when initial 
radii are below the unstable equilibrium point, vessels regress to zero, and 
when larger, they both adapt until they converge to 𝑟��o� . B) When 
downstream dynamic loads are relatively small, adaptation of two vessels 
in parallel becomes unstable. Only two equilibria are possible (𝑟��B� , 𝑟��o� ), 
but both are unstable, and radii regress to zero when perturbed. 

 
 
 

Stability of adaptation of two vessels in parallel to pulsatile endothelial shear 

stress depends on the balance of downstream loads, inlet pressures, and adaptive 

parameters. Normalized shear in two parallel vessels has the same form for both mean 

and pulsatile shear, with shear in daughter vessel 1 (𝜏′�B),  

𝜏′�B =
yN ¡

� N¡�w(�/N �
�w)

¢N �
�w/N¡�w(�/N ¡

�w)(�/N �
�w)/N z

�w(¢/£N �
�w)

, (51) 
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dependent on both daughter vessels (𝑟�B� , 𝑟�o� ), and the upstream parent vessel (𝑟B�). Shear 

in daughter vessel 2 is of the same form. Solving for equilibrium radii results in four 

equilibria (Fig. 18). Linear stability analysis reveals that three of them (𝑟��B� , 𝑟��o� , 𝑟���� ) 

are unstable. One equilibrium is conditionally stable (𝑟��y� ), depending on load 

impedances. With sufficiently high terminal loads (Fig. 18A), both radii will converge to 

(𝑟��y� ), as long as initial radii are greater than 𝑟��B� . As the terminal load decreases, two of 

those equilibrium points become equal to zero (𝑟��o� , 𝑟���� ), and both remaining 

equilibrium points are found to be unstable with linear stability analysis (Fig. 18B). This 

is also indicated by divergence of the arrows away from the equilibrium points. The 

direction of the arrow indicates how each radius will incrementally change as it 

approaches equilibrium. The magnitude of the arrow indicates the degree of movement.  

Therefore, a region of stability exists where the balance of network parameters and 

vessel parameters creates a stable equilibrium (Fig. 19). When terminal load is too large, 

no equilibrium points exist, as the pulsatile shear and adaptive curves will not intersect, 

creating an upper bound for stable adaptation. When terminal load is too small, an 

increase in radius in one vessel will disproportionally decrease pulsatile shear in the 

parallel vessel, causing it to regress (Fig. 18B), creating a lower bound for stable 

adaptation. When loads are within the stable range indicated by the gray region of Fig. 

19, an increase in radius of one vessel does not cause the parallel vessel to regress (Fig. 

18A). Pulsatile pressure, however, increases stability of vessels in parallel. It is 

important to note that increases in pulsatile pressure ( Δ𝑃 ) have identical effects as 

increasing the sensitivity to pulsatile shear stress (a). Also, as ro becomes closer to zero, 
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the range of stability also increases (results not shown). However, the stable range also 

depends on the vessel parameters. For the larger arterioles (Fig. 19A), the range of 

terminal loads over which it is stable is much larger than for the small arterioles (Fig. 

19B).  

 
 
 

 
Figure 19. Parallel vessels adapting to mean or pulsatile shear stress are stable 

(shaded zone) when the balance of downstream dynamic loads, inlet 
pressures, and vessel parameters are within a specific ranges. The range 
of stability increases with inlet pressure. The range of stability also 
depends on size and compliance of vessels. For larger arterioles (A) 
characterized by parameters for vessel A (Table 1), the lower bound of 
stability (dotted line) of downstream loads is an order of magnitude larger 
than for smaller arterioles (B) characterized by parameters for vessel E 
(Table 1). Downstream vessels therefore can exhibit instabilities before 
upstream vessels.  

 
 

 

Adaptation to pulsatile endothelial shear stress can result in a stable network 

and mean pressures, flows and shear stress similar to measured values. The distributed 

bifurcating network reproduces mean pressures and flows similar to measured mean 

pressure (140) and flows (111), averaged by vessel level (Fig. 20), following the process 
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outlined in Fig. 21. Assuming 𝛽 = 0, adaptation to solely pulsatile endothelial shear 

stress results in a microvascular network with vessel architecture characterized by radii 

decreasing with bifurcation level and vessel radii similar to measured radii (226) (Fig. 

20). Adapted vessel radii are shown scaled according to size, with the largest radius at 

level A equal to 25.2 µm and the smallest radius at level E equal to 9.6 µm. Adapted 

radii on average were found to have a 70.5% error from measured radii, with the model 

tending to overestimate upstream vessels and underestimate downstream vessels. 

Adaptation to decreased endothelial pulsatile shear stress and mean shear stress 

leads to network architecture similar to low pulse circulations. With adaptation to both 

mean and pulsatile shear, as the pulsatile component (𝛿) of the inlet flow decreases, radii 

decrease, and thus overall resistance of the network increases (Fig. 23A). Radii adapted 

to both mean and pulsatile shear were found to have an average of 74.6% error from 

measured radii, with the model tending to overestimate upstream vessels and 

underestimate downstream vessels. Adaptation to steady endothelial shear stress is 

unstable (Fig. 23C), with vessels forming one large pathway through any given network 

of vessels. Once the pulsatile component reaches zero, radii form one main pathway 

through the network, with other vessels regressing to values close to zero (Fig. 23B). 

The network exhibits capillary rarefaction and an arteriovenous shunt (Fig. 23C), 

characteristic of arteriovenous malformations. 
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Figure 20. Arteriolar network predicts mean flows (A) and pressures (B) that are 

similar to measured flows and pressures (111). Predicted mean pressures 
and flows were averaged over each level of the bifurcating tree. 
Downstream vessels therefore can exhibit instabilities before upstream 
vessels.  
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Figure 21. Schematic of iterative process used to adapt radii in response to changes 

in pulsatile endothelial shear stress. First, initial pressures and flows (𝑄 
and 𝑃) are calculated from initial radii values for the network for each 
level. Second, pulsatile shear stress ( 𝜏 ) is calculated from the pulsatile 
pressures and radii. Third, adapted radii are found by applying the 
adaptive equation. Adapted radii (r) are then used to calculate new 
pressures and flows throughout the network. This process is then repeated 
until difference in radii between iterations is less than 0.001%.  

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 22. Representation of the simple, five-level bifurcating arteriolar network 

illustrating adaptation of radii to pulsatile endothelial shear stress. Vessels 
are labeled with bifurcation level (A-E), with each E-level vessel 
terminated in a complex load (box) representing a downstream load 
formed by capillaries and venules. Initial radii were assumed equal to 1 
mm (left). Adaptation to pulsatile endothelial shear stress results in a 
stable network (i.e., no radii regressing to zero), reproducing normal 
network architecture (right) with vessels decreasing in size with each 
bifurcation level. Vessels drawn with radii scaled relative to the radii of 
the first vessel.  
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Figure 23. An arteriolar network adapting to both decreased pulsatile flow and 

steady flow exhibits network architecture similar to those seen in low 
pulsatility circulations. As pulsatile flow into the network decreases, A) 
total resistance of the network (Rtot) generally increases, with adaptation 
at solely steady flow (𝛿 = 0, Eq. 44) predicting a large increase in 
resistance as most vessels regress. B) Decreases in pulsatility cause 
vessels to remodel to smaller radii, with most radii at zero pulsatility 
remodeling to near zero radius. C) Decreases in pulsatility lead to the 
formation of network architecture with capillary rarefaction and an 
arteriovenous shunt, characteristic of arteriovenous malformations. At 
𝛿 = 1,	  or 100% of the inlet pulsatile flow, radii adapt to form a network 
with normal architecture. At 50% of inlet pulsatile flow (𝛿 = 0.5), radii 
decrease and begin to exhibit greater variation in parallel vessels. At 𝛿 =
0 (steady flow) all radii except one pathway decrease to near zero. Radii 
less than 5 µm were represented with a dotted line.  
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Figure 23.  Continued. 
 
 

4.4 Discussion 

Adaptation to pulsatile endothelial shear stress can enhance stability in 

microvascular networks. Although the pulsatile and mean endothelial shear stress in an 

arteriole depend on different parameters characterizing the imposed pressure and 

downstream load, they exhibit surprisingly similar behavior (Fig. 16). At relatively small 

radii, endothelial shear increases linearly with radius (Eqs. 31 and 49). At relatively 

large radii, endothelial shear stress falls with the third power of radius (Eqs. 31 and 49). 

Because the pulsatile and mean endothelial shear stress can be approximated by similar 

non-dimensional equations (Eqs. 33, 41, and 50), stability of vessels adapting to mean 

shear stress behaves similarly to vessels adapting to pulsatile shear stress in Fig. 17. A 

single vessel with a non-adapting dynamic load exhibits two equilibria, with only the 

larger of the two equilibria stable (Fig. 17). Adaptive behavior is similar when two 

vessels in series adapt simultaneously. When two vessels in parallel adapt 
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simultaneously, however, they exhibit conditional stability. Both vessels may exhibit 

stable adaptation, where both remain patent (Fig. 18A), or they may exhibit unstable 

adaptation, with one or two vessels regressing to zero (Fig. 18B). The stability of two 

parallel adapting vessels is conditional, depending on the combination of downstream 

dynamic loads, inlet pressures, and adaptive parameter values (Fig. 19). These simple 

models reproduce and help clarify the complex behavior resulting from adaptation of all 

radii in a bifurcating arteriolar network to pulsatile shear stress (Fig. 21). With carefully-

chosen parameter values characterizing adaptation to shear stress, adaptation to pulsatile 

endothelial shear reproduces normal network architecture (Fig. 22). When simulating an 

arteriolar network that includes adaptation to both mean and pulsatile endothelial shear 

stress, a decrease in pulsatility causes 1) an increase in peripheral resistance, 2) capillary 

rarefaction, and 3) a formation of an arteriovenous shunt (Fig. 23) characteristic of 

arteriovenous malformations. We assumed a simple arterial network structure (Fig. 22) 

and stimuli that affect growth and regression of radii (Eq. 43) to elucidate how 

adaptation to pulsatile shear stress differs from adaptation to mean shear stress. Very 

complex models have been proposed that illustrate that additional stimuli such as 

vascular wall stress, metabolic stimuli, and conducted stimuli (204) can be strong 

enough to ensure network stability when pulsatile endothelial shear stress is neglected. 

However, by deliberately assuming a simpler model, we were able to illustrate the 

particular role of pulsatile shear stress in enhancing stability of arterial network 

structure.  
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Limitations due to assuming a simple bifurcating network with imposed inlet flow 

and constant downstream loads. The present work limited study of structural adaptation 

to a simple bifurcating network of arterioles (Fig. 22) exposed to an imposed inlet flow. 

Previous modeling studies have included much more complexity to their structures, 

including venules (204, 211), collaterals (93, 211), and multiple vessels in parallel (108, 

204). By applying multiple adaptive rules, Pries et al. (204) and Quick et al. (211) could 

reproduce arterio-venous asymmetry (i.e., venules larger than arteries) and particular 

responses to perturbations such as changes in arterial pressures. However, the present 

work deliberately limited structure to bifurcations without collaterals, with constant 

(non-adapting) loads, and imposed inlet flow. The purpose of this limited focus was 

fourfold. First, relating the complex behavior of an adapting network (Fig. 23) to that of 

a single vessel (Fig. 18) or vessels in parallel (Fig. 19) is simpler with an ordered arterial 

network. Second, we focused on peripheral resistance changes and manifestation of 

arteriovenous malformations, rather than the loss of collaterals. Third, pulse wave 

propagation and reflection in a non-bifurcating vascular network can exhibit a high level 

of complexity, making it difficult to relate adaptive behavior to particular hemodynamic 

properties. Fourth, the mechanical properties which govern propagation and reflection of 

pulse waves are rarely measured (226), especially in capillaries and venules (193), 

causing simulations of more complex networks to be particularly sensitive to assumed 

parameter values. As a result, our present work is limited in scope. This model cannot 

address adaptation and stability of collateral vessels (200), alteration of downstream 

loads with changes in local blood flow or oxygen levels (211), or adaptation of venules 
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(204). Similarly, the present work assumes an imposed inlet flow, rather than an 

imposed inlet pressure. Imposed inlet pressures are commonly assumed for pulsatile 

microvascular networks (68, 79) although autoregulation would have the effect of 

ensuring a constant inlet flow in a stable microvascular network. We chose to simulate 

adaptation to a constant inlet pulsatile flow (Figs. 22 and 23) for two reasons. First, it 

was simpler to interpret results when the magnitude of pulsatile blood flow was altered. 

Second, changes in pulsatile flow (as opposed to mean flow) would have no direct 

impact on clearing downstream metabolites. By choosing to limit the scope of the 

present work, we were able to generalize results (Figs. 16-19) and relate specific 

behavior of an arteriolar network (Fig. 23) to particular vascular properties.  

Limitations due to assuming a system that adapts only to endothelial shear stress. 

The present work limits study to adaptation of radii in an arteriolar network to 

endothelial shear stress. However, many stimuli have been shown to have an effect on 

vessel adaptation in the microcirculation (155, 164, 239), and in vivo, multiple stimuli 

interact to maintain stability in microvascular networks. Acute experimental isolated 

vessel preparations have indicated that microvessel radii (and thus wall thicknesses) 

change in response to perturbations in mean endothelial shear stress (155), mean wall 

stress (164), and metabolites (239). Previously-reported mathematical models have 

focused on the chronic response of vessels to these stimuli, suggesting that multiple 

adaptive stimuli are necessary for microvascular network structure to maintain stability 

(113, 204). Price et al. reported networks adapting only to wall stress would exhibit 

rarefaction (199). Hacking et al. reported that networks adapting to mean endothelial 
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shear stress are not sufficient to ensure stability (93). Jacobsen et al. (112) and Godde et 

al. (77) reported that adaptation to both wall stress and shear stress were required for a 

stable network. Pries et al. (204) reported that three stimuli were required for 

microvascular network stability: mean flows (i.e., metabolite concentration), mean 

endothelial shear stress and a conducted stimulus. In addition, adaptation of radii to 

pressure was necessary to reproduce arterio-venous asymmetry. We chose to limit 

stimuli in our model to endothelial shear stress for three reasons. First, we wanted to 

specifically compare behaviors arising from adaptation to mean and pulsatile shear 

stresses. Second, differences in stability between adaptation to mean shear and pulsatile 

shear would be difficult to interpret with the addition of metabolic stimuli. Changes in 

mean flow alter both mean shear stress and metabolic stimuli, but changes in pulsatile 

flow have no direct effect on metabolic stimuli. Third, the effect of adaptation to mean 

shear stress, metabolic stimuli and mean pressures and flows has been previously 

clarified in multiple networks (93, 112, 204). While it is well-established that endothelial 

cells respond differentially to pulsatile shear (293), there is limited support for other 

pulsatile stimuli affecting chronic adaptation of vessel radii. However, because we 

focused on a simple bifurcating arteriolar network with constant downstream loads, we 

could not establish that adaptation to pulsatile shear stress is sufficient to yield stable 

structure of an entire microvascular network. Indeed, it is likely that metabolic stimuli 

are necessary to keep downstream loads formed by capillaries and venules from 

regressing (204). Model results illustrated in Fig. 19 indicate that as downstream loads 

decrease, the arterial network would become unstable. Therefore, adaptation to pulsatile 
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endothelial shear stress would not ensure stability in more complex networks. While 

adaptation to pulsatile endothelial shear stress may be only one contributor to stability in 

an arteriolar network, the present work suggests that its net effect is to enhance structural 

stability. Similar adaptation to mean or pulsatile wall stress (i.e., modifying Eq. 38 so 

that radius increases or decreases with wall stress) does not enhance stability (results not 

shown).  

Limitations of assuming linear adaptive processes. The present work assumed a 

linear radius-shear adaptive relationship (Eqs. 38 and 43). Biological processes often 

exhibit sigmoidal stimulus-response relationships, although over a small enough range, 

every process can be approximated with a linear relationship (37). It is probable that 

sensitivity to pulsatile endothelial shear exhibits nonlinear behavior. However, limited 

data exists of the response of microvessels to chronic endothelial shear stress, and to the 

best of our knowledge, no studies are reported that correlate changes in vessel radius to 

chronic changes in pulsatile shear stress in vivo. Therefore, to test the hypothesis that 

adaptation to pulsatile endothelial shear enhances network stability, we kept the 

adaptation equation as simple as possible. A nonlinear description would require 

additional parameters that must be assumed with little empirical justification. Unlike a 

sigmoidal response, the linear adaptive response characterized in Fig 17B allows vessels 

to adapt to become very large or regress until they disappear altogether. It is known that 

very high or very low endothelial shear stresses can cause endothelial dysfunction (60) 

which can lead to vascular smooth muscle proliferation and activation of clotting factors 

(60), which ultimately leads to thrombosis and subsequent regression. These extreme 
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ranges may not be relevant in the present work, since the adaptive process itself acts as a 

homeostatic mechanism that acts to minimize changes in shear stress.  

The combination of downstream loads, inlet pressures, and adaptive parameters 

govern stability of vessels adapting to both mean and pulsatile shear adaptation. The 

present work provides the first model of adaptation of radii in an arteriolar network in 

response to pulsatile endothelial shear stress. Although the mechanical properties 

governing pulsatile shear stress are different from the mechanical properties governing 

mean shear stress, there is a surprising level of similarity (Fig. 16). Both pulsatile and 

mean shear stress are bimodal functions of radius. As radius increases, shear stress 

increases to a maximum value. Further increases in radius decrease shear stress. The 

functional form of the approximation for pulsatile shear stress (Eq. 50) is very similar to 

that of mean shear stress (Eq. 33). Both mean and pulsatile shear stresses can be 

approximated to be a function of constant pressure when radii are small (Eqs. 31 and 

49), but functions of a constant flow when radii are large (Eqs. 31 and 49). This 

hemodynamic similarity results in similar behaviors when vessels adapt to pulsatile or 

mean endothelial shear stresses. When sensitivity to shear stress is too low regress (i.e., 

the adaptation and hemodynamics curves in Fig. 16C never intersect), remodeling to a 

smaller radius will never increase shear stress enough to halt regression. Similarly, 

endothelial shear stress can be too low to ensure stability when the imposed pressure 

gradient is too low or downstream resistance is too high. Furthermore, if the load to a 

single vessel is very low, increases in radius lead to an unbounded increase in shear 

stress, which in turn leads to adaptation that increases vessel radius (i.e., positive 
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feedback). Similarly, with two vessels in parallel, the combination of inlet pressures, 

vessel sensitivities, and downstream loads determine the range of stability. For instance, 

the range of parameter values that result in stability are smaller for downstream vessels 

(Level E, Fig. 22B) than the upstream vessels (Level A, Fig. 22A). Therefore, it is not 

surprising that the smallest vessels will became unstable first when adapting in a 

network (Fig. 23B). Instabilities in the smallest vessels have a cascading effect: when the 

radii of the smallest vessels regress, they increase the load to upstream vessels, thus 

decreasing their shear stresses and cause them to regress in turn.   

Although adaptation to pulsatile and mean endothelial shear stress exhibit similar 

behavior, they differ in significant ways. Because the mechanics governing pulsatile 

hemodynamics differ from the mechanics governing mean pressures and flows, 

adaptation to pulsatile and shear stresses can be uncoupled in three ways. 1) Pulsatile 

pressure and mean pressure can have different values. In vivo, inlet pulse pressure can 

be much lower than mean pressure (e.g., 12 mmHg versus 54 mmHg) (141). In extreme 

conditions, such as with the implantation of a continuous-flow left-ventricular assist 

device (261), mean pressures and flows can be normal, while pulsatile pressures and 

flows can be negligible. 2) The dynamic load formed by a vascular network downstream 

of a vessel (i.e., load impedance, ZL) can be very different than the static load (i.e., 

peripheral resistance, RL). Pulsatile shear stress is not only impacted by the resistances of 

all downstream vessels, but also by their compliances (Eq. 36). While capillary and 

venous impedance are not well-characterized, models of microcirculatory networks have 

indicated that the choice of terminating loads can play a significant role in pulsatile 
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pressures and flows upstream (72). Pulsatile pressures and flows, and thus shear stresses, 

are impacted by pulse wave reflection and propagation (Appendix E). 3) While 

approximations of pulsatile shear stress (Eq. 50) are similar to mean shear stress (Eq. 

33), they can deviate significantly in particular contexts. The approximation of pulsatile 

endothelial shear stress (Eq. 50) in a single vessel (Fig. 14) and vessels in parallel (Fig. 

15B) incurs small errors, in part because the downstream load is chosen to mimic an 

arterial network, and pulse wave reflection is highly constrained. This approximation, 

however, can incur almost 50% error in pulsatile shears of vessels in the upstream vessel 

of two vessels in series (Fig. 15A). In this case, the pulse wave reflection at the junction 

of the two vessels can have a significant impact. Thus, in a situation where all three 

vessels in a bifurcation are adapting, adaptation to mean and pulsatile shear stresses may 

result in very different behavior.  

Differential sensitivity to pulsatile and mean endothelial shear stress suggests a 

physiological relevance for different molecular mechanisms regulating adaptation to 

pulsatile endothelial shear stress. The present work takes a novel approach and utilizes a 

graphical balance point to characterize the process of structural adaption of 

microvessels.  Such an approach was recently used to adaptation of large conductance 

arteries (173). Such a representation helps highlight how adaptation characterized as a 

stimulus-response (e.g., Eq. 38) is fundamentally from an assumed shear stress “set 

point”.  A set point can be a dubious assumption that may lack physiological relevance 

(34). A mechanical stress set point assumes a target equilibrium stress is achieved, 

without invoking the mechanobiology that transduces different levels of stress into a 
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particular radius. Although assuming equilibrium shear stress a priori in a model can 

inform how structure emerges, it cannot address how the equilibrium stresses emerge, 

nor can it address the effects of changes in mechanotransduction. Instead, we assume 

that endothelial shear stress governs chronic radii (Eq. 35), and that the equilibrium 

value of shear stress is a variable that emerges (from the interaction of biomechanics and 

mechanobiology (Fig. 17). Our approach is similar to that assumed by Liao and Kuo 

(127), who assumed a stimulus-response to characterize acute adaptation of coronary 

arterioles to various stimuli. Our adaptive equation (Eq. 38) relies on a “black box” 

sensitivity (a), of which the mechanism is not assumed. Although limited data exists of 

the chronic response of microvessels to pulsatile endothelial shear, endothelial cells 

respond differently when exposed to pulsatile or steady shear stress (218, 225). Vascular 

smooth muscle cell hypertrophy has been related to lower speeds of continuous-flow left 

ventricular assist devices (120) and changes in endothelial shape, alignment, and eNOS 

expression have been reported with pulsatile flows (149). Increased inflammation (136) 

and expression of factors linked to arterial remodeling (31) have been observed with 

increases in pulsatile flow. In vivo studies have reported increased expression of nitric 

oxide with at higher levels of pulsatility (131, 154, 167). This differential sensitivity to 

pulsatile and mean endothelial shear stress suggests that there is a mechanism inherent in 

endothelial cells allowing sensitivity to mean shear stress (𝛽) to be different from 

sensitivity to pulsatile shear stress (𝛼) in our assumed adaptive response (Eq. 43). It is 

interesting to note that it can be inferred from Eq. 47 that if 𝛽 ≈

𝛼 Δ𝑃 Δ𝑃 𝑅| 𝑍| B y, microvascular responses to pulsatile and mean endothelial 
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shear stresses would be similar. Thus a relatively higher sensitivity to shear stress (𝛼) 

can make adaptation to pulsatile shear stress significant, even when pulsatile pressure 

may be low compared to mean pressure.  

Although the arteriolar network model is a simple approximation of the 

microvasculature, it reproduces measured pressures and flows. Bifurcating models are 

frequently used to illustrate how microvascular networks structurally adapt to 

mechanical stresses (71, 93, 106, 211). A bifurcating model, however, is not a true 

representation of the architecture of the microvascular networks. The microvasculature 

in most organs (71, 204) are far more interconnected and contain many collateral 

vessels. However, for much of the small arteries and larger arterioles, vessels do roughly 

follow bifurcating branching schemes (71), allowing our model to approximate portions 

of an arteriolar network. In addition, our bifurcating model reproduces measured mean 

pressures and flows from other microcirculations (Fig. 20). Our model indicates that 

adaptation to pulsatile endothelial shear stress will reproduce basic properties of a 

branching network, such as a decreasing downstream radii (Fig. 22). Although our 

results only apply to a small idealized portion of an arteriolar network, adaptation to 

mean shear stress in the same idealized network was reported to result in abnormal 

architecture (204), a result that is recapitulated in Fig. 23 when pulsatility is abolished.  

Adaptation to low levels of pulsatility reflect conditions common to chronic 

disease states with low pulsatility. Given the inability to remove competing adaptive 

responses in vivo, model results in the present work (i.e., Fig. 23) cannot be validated 

experimentally in intact vasculatures. Nonetheless, results are consistent with a large 
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number of clinical and experimental observations. Decreased pulsatility is observed with 

continuous-flow ventricular assist devices (244), Fontan circulations (101) continuous-

flow cardio-pulmonary bypass (125), heart failure (294), and downstream of aortic co-

arctations (189). Although these conditions are diverse, they are associated with similar 

behaviors that manifest in the present work. Decreased microvascular perfusion and 

capillary rarefaction have been reported in Fontan circulations (101) and with 

continuous-flow cardio-pulmonary bypass (125). Increased microvascular resistance has 

been observed in pulmonary microvasculatures in Fontan circulations (101), and 

microvascular rarefaction has been noted to increase total network resistance (78). 

Increased incidence of arteriovenous malformations were noted in Fontan circulations 

(101, 295), and after implantation of continuous-flow left-ventricular assist devices (134, 

268). Increased gastrointestinal bleeding, believed to be linked to arteriovenous 

malformation rupture, are widely observed in Fontan circulations (101, 295) and with 

continuous-flow left-ventricular assist devices (42, 98). Although there is enormous 

complexity of the clinical picture in each of these conditions, taken together, they 

suggest that pulsatility is playing a critical role in maintaining microvascular network 

stability. When pulsatility is removed (Fig. 23), our model also reproduces increased 

resistance, capillary rarefaction, and arteriovenous shunts characteristic of arteriovenous 

malformations. 

Size and frequency-dependent viscosity plays a negligible role in microvascular 

adaptation to shear stress. Although viscosity can be assumed to be constant in larger 

arteries, the small size of vessels in the microcirculation relative to red blood cells leads 
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to large changes in viscosity. Numerous experiments have shown blood viscosity varies 

in the microcirculation, generally ascribed to the effect of two separate actions: the 

Fahreus-Lindquist effect, and phase separation (201). The effect of viscosity variation on 

mean flow and endothelial shear stress are well-documented (201). Pries et al. provided 

a widely used empirical approximation for viscosity (193, 201, 236) dependent on vessel 

diameter, which we implemented in our model. In general, apparent viscosity increases 

in the microvasculature, which increases shear stress. The increase in shear stress would 

be expected to increase stability of two parallel vessels, acting similarly to an increase in 

the imposed pressure gradient (Fig. 19). Viscosity may also be frequency-dependent in 

the microcirculation. Womersley reported that the effect of apparent viscosity causes the 

phase velocity in peripheral vessels to decrease, and thus affect local reflection at 

bifurcations (292). We tested the effect of Womersley’s frequency-dependent viscosity 

(292) in our model to determine if viscosity changes with frequency play a significant 

role in adaptive stability (results not shown). Although the changes in apparent viscosity 

with both diameter and frequency contribute simulation accuracy, their inclusion or 

exclusion was found to have a negligible effect on the general behavior of adaptation to 

pulsatile endothelial shear stress.  

Adaptation of venous and capillary vessels in normal circulations to pulsatility 

appears unlikely. Although significant levels of pulsatility reach the arterioles, in normal 

circulations the arterioles act to filter out pulsatility transmitted to the venous system 

(175). Both measurements and mathematical models of microcirculations have indicated 

a large decrease in pulsatility at the level of capillaries and veins (175, 193). In fact, it is 
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believed that this is necessary to prevent structural damage, with the prevailing theory 

for malperfusion seen in hypertension being damage caused by the excess pulsatility 

reaching the capillaries (63, 183). In addition, vasomotion plays a large role in the veins, 

with the majority of the measured pulsatile component of pressure and flow due to the 

periodic contraction and relaxation of venules (272), making it unlikely they are 

adapting to the pulse that are transmitted from the heart. Although venous remodeling is 

observed with reduced pulsatility in the pulmonary vasculature (101), conventional 

mathematical models that simulate structural adaptation of capillaries and venules 

suggest that metabolites dominate all other adaptive stimuli (106, 272). Taken together, 

adaptation of veins and capillaries to pulsatile endothelial shear stress is not likely to be 

physiologically relevant.   

 Future research is necessary to understand adaptation to pulsatile endothelial 

shear stress. With reports that low pulse pressure predicts death in heart failure patients 

(294) and adoption of continuous-flow left ventricular assist devices (227), the effect of 

pulsatile hemodynamics is becoming relevant to ever larger segments of the population. 

Although this work provides a mathematical basis for adaptation to pulsatile endothelial 

shear stress in the microcirculation, future work must explore adaptation to pulsatile 

endothelial shear stress in more complex networks. Vessels in the microvasculature 

present an intricate, interconnected network, with multiple collateral vessels and 

multiple competing stimuli of adaptation. Although pulsatility may enhance the stability 

of a bifurcating network of arterioles, the present work leads to a new question the role 

of pulsatile shears stress collateral vessels. In addition, interaction of this particular 
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adaptive response with stimuli and pulsatile endothelial shear stress remains to be 

explored. The present work presents a novel framework for future modeling studies by 

providing 1) a tractable approximation for pulsatile shear stress in the microvasculature 

(Eqs. 45 and 50), 2) an explicit relationship of the mechanics governing pulsatile 

endothelial stress to the mechanics governing mean shear stress (Eqs. 29 and 33), and 3) 

a physiologically-relevant adaptive rule that can be easily conceptualized as a graphical 

balance point (Fig. 17). Perhaps more importantly, this work has provided a justification 

for focusing experimental approaches to studying the effects of pulsatile shear stress. 

Although clinical evidence supports our model’s conclusions, experimental 

measurements characterizing the direct effect of a chronic decrease in pulsatility in a 

microvasculature network is lacking. This work presents the conceptual basis for 

adaptation to pulsatile endothelial shear stress, demonstrating that adaptation of 

arterioles to pulsatile endothelial shear stress is not only possible, but is likely playing a 

role in maintaining structural stability of arterial networks.  
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Mathematical models allow replication of the physiology of chronic heart failure 

to provide general insights. As conventional animal models are limited, mathematical 

modeling allows both clarification and insights into chronic heart failure. Therefore, the 

purpose of this work was to: 1) develop general algebraic formulas that predict the 

interaction of cardiac output and venous return when systemic arterial pressure is 

chronically regulated, 2) integrate algebraic characterizations of the minimal closed-loop 

and interstitial fluid balance models to identify the primary mechanical determinants of 

pulmonary interstitial pressures in healthy subjects and subjects with compensated heart 

failure, 3) test the hypothesis that adaptation of arterioles to pulsatile endothelial shear 

stress can enhance structural stability of an arteriolar network, and decreasing pulsatility 

can increase peripheral resistance, cause rarefaction, and lead to arteriovenous shunts.   

First, Guyton’s cardiac output-venous return curves were quantified for chronic 

time periods, and thus made applicable to heart failure without multiple assumed 

parameters. Constraining the complexity of the closed-loop model yielded general 

algebraic formulas for cardiac output and systemic venous pressure. Furthermore, 

applying simplifying strategies yielded a novel alternative to Guyton’s classical graph. 

Cardiac output and venous return curves can now be predicted from parameters 

characterizing the mechanical properties of the closed-loop system, and their interaction 

characterizes chronic conditions such as heart failure. The model thus provides 
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analytical formulas accessible to investigators, clinicians, and students that are 

conceptually tractable, generally applicable, and physiologically relevant.  

Second, pulmonary capillary pressure, pulmonary venous pressure, and 

pulmonary interstitial pressure can now be found as a function of cardiac and interstitial 

parameters, directly relating changes in the cardiac system to the interstitium. In 

addition, pulmonary interstitial pressure is shown to largely be influenced by 

microvascular parameters. Microvascular and vascular parameters were arranged into 

non-dimensional terms, decreasing reliance on specific parameter values, especially for 

the interstitium where parameters are not well known.   

Third, microvascular arterioles were found to have enhanced stability when 

adapting to pulsatile endothelial shear stress with a linear adaptive balance point. 

Pulsatile endothelial shear stress was found to exhibit behavior similar to steady shear, 

with stable adaptation occurring in a single vessel and two vessels in series. Adaptation 

to two vessels in parallel had conditional stability depending on the balance of adaptive 

parameters, input pressures, and the terminal load downstream of the vessel. As input 

pulsatility decreased into the arteriolar network, increased peripheral resistance and 

behavior of the network was predicted similar to that seen with capillary rarefaction and 

arteriovenous shunts.  

By representing forces as a balance point, the complexity of each part became 

easier to conceptualize and understand how equilibrium emerges. Taken together, 

applying a physiological balance point approach to heart failure allowed clarification of 

the interaction of hemodynamics, blood volumes, and adaptation during heart failure.  
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 APPENDIX A 

 
 

The minimal closed-loop model illustrated in Fig. 2 is characterized by the 

standard equations characterizing peripheral resistances, cardiac ventricles, and vascular 

compartments of the systemic and pulmonary systems (Eqs. A1-A13). Model equations 

are all linear functions, illustrated graphically in Fig. 1.  

Systemic  Pulmonary Component  

(A1) 𝑉𝑅 = 𝑃?D − 𝑃?@ 𝑅? (A2) 𝐶𝑂 = 𝑃VD − 𝑃V@ 𝑅V Peripheral 
Resistances 

(A3) 𝑃�?I@ = 𝐸GDHI@ 𝑉J�?I@
− 𝑉J�?I@  (A4) 𝑃�?N@ = 𝐸GDHN@ 𝑉J�?N@

− 𝑉J�?N@  
Cardiac 

Ventricles (A5) 𝑃��I@ = 𝐸GLMI@ 𝑉��I@
− 𝑉J��I@  (A6) 𝑃��N@ = 𝐸GLMN@ 𝑉��N@

− 𝑉J��N@  

(A7) 𝐶𝑂 = 𝐻𝑅 𝑉�?I@ − 𝑉��I@  (A8) 𝐶𝑂 = 𝐻𝑅 𝑉�?N@ − 𝑉��N@  

(A9) 𝑉?D = 𝑉J?D + 𝐶?D𝑃?D (A10) 𝑉VD = 𝑉JVD + 𝐶VD𝑃VD 
Vascular 

Compart-
ments 

(A11) 𝑉?@ = 𝑉J?@ + 𝐶?@𝑃?@ (A12) 𝑉V@ = 𝑉JV@ + 𝐶V@𝑃V@ 

(A13) 𝑉[ = 𝑉?D + 𝑉?@ + 𝑉VD + 𝑉V@ 

(A14) 𝑃�?I@ = 𝜅𝑃?D ≅ 𝑃?D (A15) 𝑃�?N@ = 𝜅𝑃VD ≅ 𝑃VD Approx-
imations (A16) 𝑃��I@ ≅ 𝑃V@ (A17) 𝑃��N@ ≅ 𝑃?@ 

 

Equations A14-A17 represent common approximations. The parameter α is an assumed 

constant, representing the ratio of  Pes to Psa (256), 

𝜅 = +-
%6	  $%

, (A18) 

where Ea is the “effective arterial elastance”.  Ea has been approximated  by RsHR (256), 

and thus 𝜅=1. For simplifying presentation of results, 𝜅 is assumed to have the value 1 in 
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the present work. Simultanously solving Eqs. A1-A17 for CO, Psv, Ppa, Ppv and VB yields 

equilibrium values CO*, Psv
*

, Ppa
*, Pp

*
v and VB

*. 

𝐶𝑂∗ =
$% +,120*∆'(0*/+,-.)*∆'()*/:6-

4,-.)*
4,12)*

3
4,120*
4,-.0*

+,120*/+,-.0*/%7$%/
4,-.)*=<	  <6

4,12)*

 (A19) 

𝑃?@∗ =
:6- +,-.)*/+,120*/$%	  %73

=<	  <64,120*
4,-.0*

/$%%6 +,120*∆'(0*/+,-.)*∆'()*

+,120*/+,-.0*/%7$%/
4,-.)*=<	  <6

4,12)*

 (A20) 

𝑃VD∗ =  

∆'()* +,120*/%7$% 3+,120*∆'(0* B/ <6=<
4,12)*

/:6-
4,120*
4,-.0*

/
4,120*¦=<	  <7

4,12)*
/ 4,-.)*=<	  <6
4,-.0*4,12)*

+,120*/+,-.0*/%7$%/
4,-.)*=<	  <6

4,12)*

  (A21) 

𝑃V@∗ =

+,120*

+,-.)*∆'()*/
56-

4,-.0*
4,-.)*
4,12)*

+,-.0*/+,12)*/%6$% /%7$%

3∆'(0* %7$%/+,-.)* B/ <6=<
4,12)*

+,120*/+,-.0*/%7$%/
4,-.)*=<	  <6

4,12)*

  (A22) 

𝑉[∗ =  

+,-.)*∆'()* R7*+,120*/R7- +,120*/%7$% 3R6*%6$% /'(r(r +,120*/%7$%/
4,-.)* 4,12)*¦<6=<

4,12)*

3+,120*∆'(0* R6*%6$%3R7- B/ <6=<
4,12)*

3R7* %7$%/+,-.)* B/ <6=<
4,12)*

/:6-

R6*/R6- +,-.)*/+,120*/%7$% /
§6*4,120*<6=<

4,-.0*
/
§7*4,-.)*<6=<

4,12)*

/R7-+,-.)*
4,120*
4,-.0*

/
4,120*¦=<	  <7

4,12)*
/

4,120*=<	  <6
4,-.0*4,12)*

/

R7*+,120*
4,-.)*
4,12)*

/
4,-.)*¦=<	  <7

4,-.0*
/ 4,-.)*=<	  <6
4,-.0*4,12)*

+,120*/+,-.0*/%7$%/
4,-.)*=<	  <6

4,12)*

 (A23) 
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APPENDIX B 

 

Although mathematical models have characterized the ventricular end-diastolic 

pressure-volume relationship with a linear function (100, 256), as in Eq. A5, the end-

diastolic pressure (Ped) is typically represented as an exponential function of end 

diastolic volume (Ved),  

𝑃�� = 𝛼𝑉��
¨ , (B1) 

Empirical parameters a and b were determined from measured ventricular pressure-

volume relationships. Figure 5A illustrates a nonlinear end-diastolic pressure-volume 

relationship (dashed curve) for healthy subjects (121). To reduce the error associated 

with approximating Eq. B1 with a single line, it can be approximated by two contiguous 

lines. In this case, the slope (Emin) and intercept (Voed) are assigned different values, 

depending on whether the ventricular filling volume is large or small. For the present 

work, Ped was explicitly related to parameters Emin1 and Voed1 when Ved is less than some 

volume 𝑉,�and Emin2 and Voed2 when Ved is greater than or equal to 𝑉.� 

𝑃�� =
𝐸GLMB 𝑉�� − 𝑉J��B , 𝑉�� < 𝑉�
𝐸GLMo 𝑉�� − 𝑉J��o , 𝑉�� ≥ 	  𝑉�

 (B2) 

Equation B2 thus is a “piecewise linear” representation of Eq. B1 (solid lines, Fig. 5A). 

The result of describing the end-diastolic pressure-volume relationship as piecewise 

linear is to cause the cardiac function curve to plateau at higher ventricular filling 

pressures (Fig. 5B).  For Figs. 3-5, specific parameter values for Emin1, Emin2, Voed1 and 

Voed2 had to be determined for each ventricle. Values for left ventricle a and b have been 
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reported for normal subjects (121) and well as for HFrEF and HFpEF conditions (57). 

For the right ventricle, a and b were calculated according to the validated method 

described in Klotz et al. (121) based on reported values (208) to maintain consistency 

with the left ventricle, and were assumed unchanged in heart failure phenotypes. In each 

case, the values of parameters were found by minimizing the error between Eq. B1 and 

Eq. B2 using the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm in MatLabTM. Parameters were fit over 

the range of end-diastolic volumes 0-160 mL, 0-160 mL, and 0-250 mL, which allowed 

for typical end-diastolic pressures for the normal, HFpEF, and HFrEF phenotypes, 

respectively. Resulting parameter values are listed in Table 1. 
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APPENDIX C 

 

The lumped model illustrated in Fig. 6 is characterized by the standard equations 

describing peripheral resistances, cardiac ventricles, and vascular compartments of the 

systemic and pulmonary systems (Eqs. C1-C10) as well as standard equations describing 

the pulmonary interstitium (Eqs. C11-C15). Model equations are linear functions, 

illustrated graphically in Fig. 6.  Parameter values are defined in Table D1.   

 
 
 

 

Systemic  Pulmonary Component  

  (C1) 𝑄 = 𝑃VD − 𝑃OV 𝑅VD Peripheral 
Resistances (C2) 𝑄 = 𝑃?D − 𝑃?@ 𝑅? (C3) 𝑄 = 𝑃OV − 𝑃V@ 𝑅V@ 

(C4) 𝑉?D = 𝑉J?D + 𝐶?D𝑃?D (C5) 𝑉VD = 𝑉JVD + 𝐶VD𝑃VD Vascular 
Compart. (C6) 𝑉?@ = 𝑉J?@ + 𝐶?@𝑃?@ (C7) 𝑉V@ = 𝑉JV@ + 𝐶V@𝑃V@ 

(C8) 𝑄 = $%:7*
+,120*

− $%:6-
+,-.0*

+
∆𝑉JI@𝐻𝑅  

(C9) 𝑄 =
𝐻𝑅𝑃?@
𝐸GLMN@

−
𝐻𝑅𝑃VD
𝐸GDHN@

+ ∆𝑉JN@𝐻𝑅 Cardiac 
Ventricles 

(C10) 𝑉[ = 𝑉?D + 𝑉?@ + 𝑉VD + 𝑉V@ Conservation of 
mass (C11) 𝑉 = 𝑉[ + 𝑉LV 

  (C12) 𝑄IV =
𝑃LV + 𝑃VV − 𝑃?@

𝑅IV
 

Interstitial  Flow   (C13) 
𝑄GV = 𝐾PV[ 𝑃OV − 𝑃LV −

∝ 𝜎 𝐶OV − 𝐶LV ] 

  (C14) 𝑄LV = 𝑄GV = 𝑄IV 

  (C15) 𝑉LV = 𝑃LV𝐶V + 𝑉JV Interstitial 
Compart. 
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APPENDIX D 

 

Estimation of oncotic pressures. Parameters were found for both a 20 kg canine 

and 70 kg human for each of the heart failure and normal conditions from multiple 

previously published models. The pulmonary osmotic pressure difference across the 

blood and interstitial spaces (∆𝛱V) for all conditions was calculated according to 

Dongaonkar et. al. (49), assuming, 

∆𝛱V = 𝜈𝜎(𝐶OV − 𝐶LV), (D1) 

where σ is the pulmonary reflection coefficient and n as an experimentally derived 

parameter allowing expression of pulmonary colloid osmotic pressure as protein 

concentration between the capillaries and interstitium (Ccp, Cip, respectively).  

Piecewise linear relationship. Although many of our chosen parameters may 

vary with pressures and volumes (179), for the purposes of our model, they are assumed 

to be constant. However, pulmonary interstitial compliance (49) and end-diastolic 

ventricular elastance (Eminlv, Eminrv) are reported to be particularly sensitive to changes in 

volume. Therefore, the piecewise linear relationship for pulmonary interstitial 

compliance (194) and end-diastolic ventricular elastance (Appendix B) as reported in the 

previous models was applied to our model.  

Canine parameter set. Parameter values for characterizing the vascular 

compartments for the normal condition were obtained from Beyar et al. (19, 20). 

Parameter values for the interstitial compartment were obtained from Dongaonkar et al. 

(49). For the HFrEF condition, parameters values were obtained from Tsuruta (267). 
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Because interstitial parameters are commonly reported per 100g of tissue weight, 

parameters for the canine interstitial compartment were converted to standard SI units by 

assuming a weight of 146 g for the lungs (110) according to the method described in 

detail by Gyenge (91). Because limited data exits, interstitial lung parameters were in 

general assumed to be unchanged for HFrEF, which is supported by experimental studies 

(266). The microvascular filtration coefficient was assumed to have a fourfold decrease, 

following the average of measured studies (107, 264). 

Human parameter set. Parameters for the vascular compartment were obtained 

from the model of the lumped vascular system (Table 1).  Because inadequate parameter 

measurements of the interstitium in humans exist, interstitial parameters were in general 

assumed to be similar to measurements made in animal models. Parameters for the 

interstitial compartment were converted to standard SI units by assuming a weight of 

1136 g for the lungs (296) as described in detail by Gyenge (91). However, values for Rlp 

and Kfp are poorly characterized, and a large variation in parameter values are reported 

among animal models (49).  They were therefore calculated by assuming measured 

normal capillary pressure (Pcp) (48), systemic venous pressure (Psv) (75), pulmonary 

interstitial pressure (Pip) (248), and lymphatic flow (Qip) (291) through the interstitial 

compartment using Eqs. C12 and C13. Values obtained for these parameters were found 

to be within reported ranges from animal models. Vascular parameter values for heart 

failure were obtained from Table 1 for heart failure preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF) 

and heart failure reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF). The microvascular filtration 
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coefficient was assumed to have a fourfold decrease, following the average of measured 

studies (107, 264).  
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Non-
dimensional 
 Terms 

Para 
-meters 

Canine Human 
Normal 
(19, 21, 
49, 194) 

HFrEF 
(19, 21, 
49, 194, 
258) 

Normal 
(49) 
(Table 1) 

HFpEF 
(49) 
(Table 1) 

HFrEF 
(49) 
(Table 1) 

Jpn 
𝑃VV
𝑃?D

 
0.20 0.21 0.18 0.19 0.23 

Ri 𝐾PV𝑅IV 11.2 2.80 0.93 0.23 0.23 

∆opn 
∆𝑜ΠV
𝑃?D

 
-0.05 -0.34  -0.07 -0.06 -0.07 

Cpn 
𝐶V
𝐶eJe

 
0.49 (l) 
6.50 (h) 

0.49 (l) 
6.50 (h) 

0.29 (l) 
3.95 (h) 

0.29 (l) 
3.95 (h) 

0.29 (l) 
3.95 (h) 

EElv 
𝐸GDHI@
𝐸GLMI@

 56.34 (l) 
4.14 (h) 

2.20 (l) 
1.53 (h) 

25 (l) 
0.31 (h) 

5.68 (l) 
0.31 (h) 

8.26 (l) 
0.41 (h) 

Ealv 
	  𝑅?𝐻𝑅
𝐸GDHI@

 0.74 2.26 0.82 0.83 1.99 

Qol 
𝑅?𝐻𝑅∆𝑉I@

𝑃?D
 .44 (l) 

1.3 (h) 
0.79 (l) 
1.95 (h) 

0.47 (l) 
2.68 (l) 

0.63 (l) 
3.7 (h) 

1.17 (l) 
4.12 (h) 

EErv 
𝐸GDHN@
𝐸GLMN@

 16.67 (l) 
4.53 (h) 

16.67 (l) 
4.53 (h) 

16.67 (l) 
3.72 (h) 

16.67 (l) 
3.72 (h) 

16.67 (l) 
1.67 (h) 

Earv 
𝑅VD𝐻𝑅
𝐸GDHN@

 
0.50 0.89 0.115 0.41 0.25 

Qor 
𝑅VD𝐻𝑅∆𝑉N@

𝑃?D
 
0.04 (l) 
1.15 (h) 

0.07 (l) 
0.13 (h) 

0.04 (l) 
0.03 (h) 

0.11 (l) 
0.10 (h) 

0.08 (l) 
0.15 (h) 

Ra 
𝑅VD
𝑅?

 
0.11 0.11 0.08 0.16 0.14 

Rv 
𝑅V@
𝑅?

 
0.02 0.02 0.009 0.02 0.017 

Csan 
𝐶?D
𝐶eJe

 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 

Csvn 
𝐶?@
𝐶eJe

 0.80 0.80 0.62 0.62 0.62 

Cpan 
𝐶VD
𝐶eJe

 
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 

Cpvn 
𝐶V@
𝐶eJe

 
0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 

Table D1.  Non-dimensionalized parameter values for the vascular and interstitial 
compartments were calculated from measured values.  
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APPENDIX E 

 

Pulsatile pressures and flows were modeled using the one-dimensional periodic 

solution for the wave equation as described in detail in Westerhof et al. (285). Briefly, 

pressures and flows were modeled using the periodic solution to the Navier-Stokes 

equation for a thick-walled, linearly elastic vessel assuming Newtonian blood flow. 

Radial forces, rotational flows, body forces, and entrance phenomena were assumed to 

be negligible. The 1-D momentum balance then reduces as below, 

−�:
�²
= 𝑅′𝑄 + 𝐿′ �s

�e
. (E1) 

The transmural pressure (P) is related to the axial flow through resistance (𝑅�) and 

inertance (𝐿�) per unit length as a function of axial position z and time t. Conservation of 

mass requires that volume stored in vessel segment with compliance per unit length (𝐶�) 

vessel be equal to the reduction in flow (Q) along the vessel’s axial position (285), 

−�s
�²
= 𝐶′ �:

�e
. (E2) 

The values of	  𝐿�, 𝑅�, 𝐶�, are simple functions (285): 

𝑅 = 𝑅�𝑙 = tuI
vNw
, (E3) 

𝐶 = 𝐶�𝑙 = �'
�:
≈ �vN� N/µ �I

+µ oN/µ
, (E4) 

𝐿 = 𝐿�𝑙 = ¶I
vN�

. (E5) 

Resistance (R) is assumed to be a function of the dynamic viscosity of blood (µ), radius 

(r), and vessel length (l). Compliance (C) is the change in volume per change in inlet 

pressure, and can be approximated by r, l, wall thickness (h), and elastic modulus (E). 
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Inertance (L) is related to blood inertia, and is a function of r, l and blood density (r). 

Values of R, L and C are assumed to be constant over time, although in vivo slight 

variations occur with oscillating pressures.  

 To solve for pulsatile pressures (𝑃) and flows (𝑄), inlet pressure is assumed to be 

periodic. Following standard practice for pulsatile hemodynamics, the inlet pressure to a 

vessel segment (𝑃LM) can be represented by a simple oscillating function 𝑃LM 𝑒L�e,  with 

a magnitude 𝑃LM , time (t), and angular frequency (w). The term i is equal to −1. 

Equations E1 and E2 can be solved analytically to obtain solutions for pulsatile 

pressures (𝑃) and flows (𝑄) in a vessel as a function of time (t), position (z), and angular 

frequency (w) (16, 298),  

𝑃 𝑡, 𝑧, 𝜔 = 𝑃LM 𝑒L�e 𝑃P𝑒
3º»
S7¼ + 𝑃½𝑒

º»
S7¼ ,	   (E6) 

𝑄 𝑡, 𝑧, 𝜔 = 𝑃LM 𝑒L�e
B
�(

𝑃P𝑒
3º»
S7¼ − 𝑃½𝑒

º»
S7¼ , (E7) 

where Zo is the characteristic impedance of the vessel, defined as, 

𝑍J =
%/L�|
L�R

, (E8) 

cph the phase velocity, defined as, 

𝑐Vµ =
L�I

L�R(%/L¿|)
. (E9) 

Pf and Pb are the forward- and backward-travelling pressure waves in the vessel. Vessel 

input impedance (Zin) can be calculated from Eq. E6 and Eq. E7 as, 

𝑍LM = 𝑍 0,𝜔 = : À,�
s À,�

. (E10) 
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The impedance at the vessel end of the vessel (i.e., z=l) is equal to the load impedance, 

𝑍 𝑙, 𝜔 = : e,I,�
s e,I,�

= 𝑍|, (E11) 

The input impedance of the vessel can be expressed as a function of impedance at vessel 

end (ZL), 

𝑍LM = 𝑍 0,𝜔 = : e,²,�
s e,²,�

=
��� 0º

S7¼
/L�(�p

��� 0º
S7¼

�p ���
0º
S7¼

/L�( ���
0º
S7¼

, (E12) 

Solutions for Pf and Pb in each vessel segment can be found by simultaneously solving 

Eqs. E7, E8, E12 and E13. Assuming the term, 

∆𝑃 = 𝑃LM 𝑒L�e, (E13) 

is the total pressure difference across the vessel segment and a terminal load, as in Fig. 

14C, the pressure drop across a single vessel (𝑃LM − 𝑃Jne) with a terminal load ZL can be 

expressed as, 

𝑃LM − 𝑃Jne = 𝑃 𝑡, 0, 𝜔 − 𝑃 𝑡, 𝑙, 𝜔 = ∆𝑃 1 − 	  �p
	  �p ����

<
�(
/�( ����

<
�(

. (E14) 

 Pulsatile shear stress. By definition, the frictional force acting along a short 

segment of vessel, dz, is the wall shear stress, t, multiplied by the surface area of the 

lumen, 2prdz. Typically, the frictional force along a segment of a vessel is expressed as 

the pressure drop, 𝑅�𝑄𝑑𝑧, multiplied by the cross-sectional area of the vessel, pr2. 

Setting these two forces equal results in an equivalence, which is an alternative 

expression of Hagen-Poiseuille’s Law, 

𝑅�𝑄 = 𝜏 o
N
, (E15) 
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Substituting Eq. E15 into Eq. E1 and solving for t, 

𝜏 = �:
�²
− 𝐿′ �s

�e
N
o
. (E16) 

Integrating down the length of a segment of vessel with inlet pressure (𝑃LM) and outlet 

pressure (𝑃Jne) yields an expression for the average shear stress in vessel segment, 

𝜏 = 𝑃LM − 𝑃Jne
N
oI
− 𝐿′ �s

�e
N
oI

. (E17) 

This formulation of shear stress includes the effect of blood inertia and in this case, Pin 

and Pout can be functions of time (i.e., oscillatory).   
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APPENDIX F 

 

Mathematical models that characterize pulsatile hemodynamics in arterial 

networks must specify all boundary conditions, including the terminal ends of the 

smallest vessels in a bifurcating network. Although the downstream of terminal vessels 

could be assumed to have a constant pressure, much more realistic results can be 

obtained by assuming a load impedance (ZL) as in Fig. 14B, that specifies a pressure-

flow relationship. This load can be chosen to mimic the pressure-flow relationship 

formed by downstream vessels. Two forms of terminal loads have been commonly used  

(28, 109). One is purely resistive, (RL), that represents the ratio of mean pressure to mean 

flow, 

𝑍| = 𝑅|. (F1) 

The other is a three-element Windkessel (68), 

𝑍| = 𝑍J +
%p

B/L�%pRp
, (F2) 

that is a function of characteristic impedance (Zo), as well as a total downstream 

resistance and a compliance (CL). To characterize the load formed by a microvascular 

network in a form that is amenable to algebraic manipulation, we developed a new 

terminal load, equal to a constant parameter (k) multiplied by the characteristic 

impedance of the first vessel in the network downstream, 

𝑍| = 𝑘𝑍J =
%p

L�%pRp
. (F3) 

To determine which form of ZL best fit our network model, calculated input impedance 

at each level of the five-level bifurcating network (Table 5) assuming Eqs. E3, E4, E11 
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and E12 was compared with the magnitude and phase of each of the loads. Parameter 

values for RL, CL, and Zo were calculated from the bifurcating tree, with Zo assumed to 

be the characteristic impedance of a vessel of level A. Input impedance magnitude and 

phase were found to be most similar to characteristic impedance (Eq. F3), especially at 

higher frequencies (Fig. F1), a finding supported by previous studies (67). K was 

determined by taking the magnitude of the ratio of input impedance to the characteristic 

impedance for the first 10 frequencies, and found to be .48, .50 and .49 for vessels of 

level A, B and C, respectively.  
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Figure F1.  A) Input impedance magnitude (|Zin|) of the five level fractal tree (Table 

1) at level A closely matches the magnitude of vessel characteristic 
impedance multiplied by a constant (Eq. F3). B) Although approximated 
phase (∠𝑍LM) varies slightly at lower frequencies, at heart rate and high 
frequencies it closely approximates calculated input impedance phase.  

 
 
 
However, regardless of load chosen, 𝜏 	  behaves similarly in the microcirculation (Fig. 

B2). However, Eq. F3 best reproduces the shear stress assuming Eq. 45. 
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Figure F2.  Pulsatile endothelial shear ( 𝜏 ) in a single vessel terminated with a load 

impedance as in Fig. 1B behaves similarly regardless of terminating load, 
although with a purely resistive load, 𝜏 	  is much lower. The 
approximation of terminal load characterized by Eq. F3 yields the most 
accurate representation.  
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